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The Liberty Boys Beating the Skinners
OR, CLEANING OUT A BAD LOT
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-Trouble With a Bad Lot.
"I think there is trouble ahead, Bob."
"Do you, Dick? Then perhaps we ought to go
on and see what it is."
"f think we had. There may be more than we
can manage, but we will have a look .at it, at any
rate."
The s£eakers were two boys jn Continental
uniform. They were traveling along a road in
upper Westchester county, New York, one summer aftel'lloon. Dick Slater was the captain of
the Liberty Boys, and Bob Estabrook was the
first lieutenant, b.oth being strong, manly boys,
full of courage and determination. The Libe11ty
Boys ware one hundred brave young patriots
fighting for independence, and they h a d already
had considerable experience. Dick an<l Bob lived
in Westchest er, as did many of the boys, although the troop had been recruited from all over
the country. There was trouble with the lawless
people of the region at that tim~, and the Liberty Boys had been sent to stop it all they -could.
In the early part of the war of the Revoluti-0n
the Tories of W estchester, the g r eat neutral
g r ound of the North, had joined in with the
Br itish in oppressing the patriots. Colonel Delancey had formed many of these in t o companies
who seized cattle for the use of the redcoats,
being therefore dominated Cowboys by the patriots. The patriots had i·etaliated in kind, and
had formed wandering bands which called themselves Skinners, but by rapid degrees their ranks
were filled with such disreputable ruffians, men
who stole from both sides alike, that no decent
man would have anything to do with them. In
. fact, -it was not long before both Cowboys and
Skinners were more outlaws than soldiers, and
if anything, the Skinners were a little the worse,
being made up of thieves, murderers, vagabonds,
and the very scum of Westchester, together with
refugees from Canada.
The Skinners ran off and killed cattle, burned
barns, robbed isolated dwellings and committed
every sort of excess, pillaging Whigs and Tories impartially. It had been rep-0rted to Dick
that a band of Skinners had of late been terrorizing the people of upper Westchester, and he
had been despatched thither with the Liberty
Boys to put a stop to the trouble. The Liberty
Boys were now in camp about a mile below
where Dick and Bob were riding, the two friends
having gone out to reconno iter.
Dick Slater, whose ears were particularly

sharp, had heard the sound of angry voices, and
then a cry for help, and had increased his speed
as he told Bob that there was trouble ahead.
Dick rode a magnificent coal-black.oiiorse of pure
Arabian blood which be had captured from the
enemy and had named Major, Bob being mounted
on a fine bay. As the boys rode on they heard
shots, and then another cry for help, Bob hearing the sounds as wetl as Dick now.
"Forward!" said Dick, and both boys dashed
on at full speed.
In a short time they came to a house by the
roadside where a dozen evil-16oking men were
congregated, two of them holding a young girl
between them, while another was holding a feeble
old man by the arm. In the doorway stood a
boy of fifteen with an old sbotgun, still smoking,
in his hands, an.ct it was clear to be seen that he
had fired the sh-0t the 'boys had last heard.
"Hurrah! Here come "the Liberty Boys!" he
cried. "Now, then, you'll catch it."
The boys came dashing up and leaped to the
ground, making a rush for the men holding the
young girl. A little farther off two men were
cutting up a cow which they had skinned, and
two more were advancing toward the boy with
the intention of forcing their way into the house.
When these two saw Dick and Bob they fell baci<:,
the boy rushing out and strilring one of the i nen
holding the girl a blow on the shoulder with the
stock of his shotgun. The man uttered a howl
and released .t he girl, the other doing the same
in a moment. Bob knocked down the man -flolding the old man, and Dick fired two quick shots
with his pistols at the men cutting up the cow.
The Skinners, for such they undoubtedly were,
thinking that there were more of the Liberty
Boys behind, broke and -fled in great confusion,
two of them having r eceived painful if not dangerous flesh wounds.
"Into the house with you, quick!" s aid Dick.
"There are only two of us, and those ruffians may
discover it."
The girl helped the old man into the house,
while the boy reloaded his shotgun, saying:
"There are more of you not far away, aren't
there, Captain?"
"Our camp is about a mile away, but there
may be more of the boys out looking for scoun..
drels like these, and they -will hear the shots
and come up. For the present, however, we shall
have to depend upon ourselves."
A woman now apper.red at the doorway and
said:

...
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"I see some of the ruffians sneaking up toward
the back door. I've locked it, but they 've got
torches, and they may try to do some mischief
or another."
"I'll look after them," sai d the girl, now ap,pearing again with an old musket in her hands.
"I can shoot pretty straight."
"I see some more coming," said the old man
from the door, behind the girl. "I'm afraid there
are too many for you, young sirs."
"I guess you 'll have to come in," the woman
said, a s the girl went to the rear. "The barn is
no sort of place for your horses, for it's old and
full of cracks, but on a pinch I don't mind letting you brin.g them into the house. The Skinners would like two horses like them."
Dick could see that the Skinners were returning, finding that there were only two of the Liberty Boys, and he now said:
"We shall have to take up your offer, ma'am,
for we cannot go fol' more of the boys and
leave you alone. Vv·e will do the bes t we can,
and trust that the boys will come themselves,
hearing the s hots." .
There was only a 'low step into the hall, and
Dick and Bob had no difficulty in getting the
horse inside, leaving them at the rear of the hall,
where they would remain without attention, being
both well-trained animals, Major especially so.
The door was shut and fastened, the boy remaining at it, while Dick stationed himself at one
window in front, -and Bob at the sicJe.
"I can let you have two of my pistols. "I'm
not used to these things, but I can shoot a musket or a shotgun with any one." '
"Give them to me, Mary,'' said the old man.
"I know how to u se them, and they will be better than the musket, which is pretty heavy for
me now, at my time of life."
"I can spare you a couple, sir," said Bob quickly, "and the lady can k eep those."
"There are pistols in our holsters, besides,"
spoke up Dick. "We always go well provided."
The old man took the pistols Bob offered him,
and stationed himself at the other front window.
The woman went to a side window, nearer the
rear than where Bob was posted, and the young
lieutenant said with a grin:
"I guess we'll be able to make a better defense
than those fellows thought we would, and if they
think we are going to give way in a hurry, they
will find thernselves very much mistaken."
"These men are Skinners, are they, sir?" asked
Dick of the old man.
"Yes, Captain, and a bad lot."
"You know them ? "
"Some of them. There are Ichabod Davis, Zebulon Strong, Josiah Hibbard and Ezekiel Tompkins, that I know for sure, and I have seen some
of the athers and know that they are bad men."
"They pretend to be patriots, do they?"
"Some of them do, but the g r eater don't pretend to be anything but thieves and robbers, and
they rob from everybody, they don't care who."
"There's some of them coming to the front
door, grandad," called out t'.he boy. "Shall I
pepper 'em?"
.
"Wait a moment, John," said the old man, "and
see what the captain says."
Dick stepped to the door, opened it a little,
a.nrl said sharply:
-
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"What do you men want?"
"We want to tell you that if you'll let us have
the gal and the money what the old man has in
the cellar, we'll go away and won't do you no
harm."
"Oh, you want the girl, do you?"
"Yes, my boy Bill is sweet on h~r and wants
to marry her."
"Who are you?"
"I'm Ick Davis, and my bay Bill is a 'nation
fine f eller, what can wrastle a feller twice nis size
and lick a wildcat. He's p esky fond o' the gal,
and he'll Jllarry her to-morrer."
"Suppose she says she does not want him?"
asked Dick, purposely delaying the parl ey so as
to give any boys who might be about a chance
to come up.
"If she don't we'll burn the house down and
take the old feller's money besides, and hang you
rebels as well, so you better do what we ax you

to."

"Jenny wouldn't have the fellow if he was as
rich as Creshus," said the boy, at Dick's elbow,
"and granddad hasn't any money in the cellar.
Folks think he has, but he hasn't."
"You know Bill Davis, then?"
"Yes, and he's a blustering coward. I've licked
him myself, and I'm not so big."
"The g irl refuses your offer,'' said Dick, "and
there is no mone y in the cellar. A s for your
threat to hang us, if you don't get away from
the door in t en seconds , I will fire upon yo u. The
talk is over. One--two-three--f our-five--"
Ichabod Davis suddenly beat a hasty retreat
and got und er cover behinrl a tree at the side of
the road. Dick shut the door and went back to
the living room, when the sound of shots was
heard at the back of the house.
"There's one of th~m that'll have a sore head,''
cried the girl.
"And I s houldn't wonder if I had hit another,''
said the woman.
A number of the Skinners came running- to the
front door wi th big clubs in their hands, wjth
the evident intention of breaking it down. The
boy fired through the keyhole and hit one of the
l'Uffians in the shoulder, while the two Liberty
Boys and the old man fired from the windows,
causing a scattering among the Skinners. They
came on again in a moment, however, thinking
that the boys would not have time to relo ad, but
did not know that they had still plenty of pistols.
Crack-crack-crack! The sputtering that came
from the front windows showed them how dangerous it was to try and force an entrance against
such a fusillade as that, and they quickl y ran to
cover.
"Call again!" shouted Bob. "Sorry you couldn't
stay longer."
"I guess they weren't looking for quite such a
pleasant reception,'' laughed the bo'Y, reloading
his shotgun.
Dick and Bob reloaded their pistols, although
they had not discharged all they had, the girl
and her mother quickly following the example of
the boys so as to be ready when the Skinners
made their next charge. The latter seemed to be
in no hurry, however, as they appeared to stand
in wholesome dread of the boys' pistols and the
muskets of the rest. They finally resorted to
an Indian device, and began advancing behind
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bushe's, carrying torches in their hands which
they meant to pile in front of the house. They
came front and rear; and the girl said that there
were a lot of them at the back, and she did not
know if she could manage them alone.
"Go and help your sister, John," said Dick. "I
will look after the door alone."
"All right, C"aptain," said the boy, hurrying
away, and in a few moments shots were heard
at the back of the house.
Then the men in front came rushing up with
burning brands in their hands, but in a moment
there was' a clatter of hoofs and then a dozen
dashing young fellows in Continental uniform
came sweeping up on horseback and fired a volley at the Skinners.

CHAPTER IL-Mark Morrison at Bay.
The newcomers were Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, and half a
score and more of the boys themselves. -They
had been out reconnoitering when they had heard
the sound of finng, and had ridden rapidly on
expecting that either Dick and Bob were in danger, or that some of the Skinners were at their
evil work. The Skinners quickly made off when
they saw what an addition t.o their numbers the
boys had received.
"Give it to them, Mark!" shouted Bob from the
window. "Pepper theµi well, old man, they're
nothing but Skinners land they have no friends.
Let them have it!"
Mark and the boys with him obeyed orders with
alacrity and pursued the Skinners up the road,
firing rapidly and doing considerable execution, a
number of the ruffians receiving bad wounds.
They made off into the woods on both sides of
_ the road in the greatest haste, and in a few moments there was not one of them to be seen.
Then the boys returned to the house where the
door was now open, and the old man and the
rest ready to receive them.
"You came up in good time, Mark," sai'd Dick.
"I had an idea that some of the boys would, although we were giving a pretty good account of
ourselves, with the help of these people."
- "I am glad we did," Mark returned. "We heard
the firing, thought w~ might be ~eeded somewhere and came on without delay.
"Ar~ you all Liberty Boys?" asked John of a
lively jolly-looking boy who had just dismountt;d.
"Y~s •my boy, but this is not all of us. There
are a hundred of us altogether."
"My sakes! then I guess yo~ 'll clear out these
Skinners, because I don't believe there are as
many as that of them."
"Well, we have come up here to clear them
out" returned Ben Spurlock, "and whether there
are' a hundred or more even, we've got to do it."
"I shouldn't wonder if you would do it, then,
if you always go at it the way you did just
· then," with a laugh.
"There's nothing slow about us, my boy,'' said
Han-y Judson, another oi the boys, "and when
we make uo our minds to do something, there is
very little time !Ost over it."
The old m ·a n's name, Dick learned, was Ezra
_W eeks, his daughter, who was a widow, being
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Mrs. Mary Cadwell; John, the boy, being fifteen,
and Jenny, the girl, a year older, and a very nice
girl. The Skinners, under the lead of Ichabod
Davis, had always given more or less trouble,
out just now they were a little worse than u sual,
on account of the presence of the British at
Kingsbridge and along the river. The Skinners
committed depredations and then blamed them
on the redcoats, who were often miles away from
the place where the trouble was. There were
Cowboys, too, in the region, but the Skinners
were much worse, because th,ey were utterly without principle, and would rob wherever they had
a f,!;_ance, and then charge their crimes to others.
"Do you know where the Skinners have their
hiding place?" asked Bob of the boy, while Dick
was talking to his mother and Mark and some of
the Liberty Boys were conversing with the girl.
"Somewhere up in the hills," the boy answered
"but Ick Davis and some others live two or thre~
miles from here, in quite decent houses. Folks
say they couldn't live so well if they hadn't robbed folks."
1-"They must Pe a pretty bad lot," declared Bob
emphatically.
"So they are, and they say that robbery isn't
the only thing wrong that Ick Davis and Zeb
Strong have done. Folks have been missing, and
it's been hinted that Zeb could tell what became
of them if he was made to."
- "You mean that they were murdered?" impressively.
"Yes. There's an old well in the wood~ back
of Strong's place that they say is choked' with
brush ·a nd leaves and such, but they do say that
there's more than that in it, only no one wants
to clean it out. They say it's haunted."
"You mean that bodies •h ave been thrown down
it?"
"That's what they say, but you couldn't get
any one to clean it out, not if 'YOU paid 'em a
lot of money."
~ "But the people have never come back?"
"No, and they never will, you may be sure o!
that."
"You have not seen the Skinner camp?"
"No, but they say it's up in the hills, a pretty
hard place to find, and not easy to get at, and
there's always some one on guard, too, they say."
"If we make up our minds to find it, we'll do
it, you may be certain,'' said Bob quietly.
"Yes, I guess you will," with an air of conviction.
"We may have our own camp up here, so as
to be nearer the ruffians. We have only just come
here, and we had to reconnoiter a bit first."
"Well, we're gJ.ad you come along when you
dkl, for we'd have had a hard time of it if
y ou hadn't. They would have taken Jenny away,
and they killed our only cow."
Dick now came up and said:
"I think we will make our camp here, Bob. I
am going to send some of the boys down to
bring up the rest."
"That will be a good idea, Dick. In fact, I
thought you would, and I was just telling John
that I thought we'd have to move up this way."
"That's a pretty girl, Jack," said Mark to one
of the Liberty Boys who rode a fine bay mare.
"You're glad you're going to be up here, aren't
you, my boy?"

"
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"Well, aren't you, Mark?" returned the other,
whose name was Jack Warren. "You'll have more
chance to see and talk to her then, you know."
Mark was a bit of a tease in a good-natured
way, but Ja-ck, whose chum he was, was getting
de-cidedly the better of him in the teasing line
just then.
"Oh, but X can't, you know, Jack," he said,
blushing. "You could, and you will, of cO'Uri;;e,
you sLy fellow, but I've got a girl of my own ."
"How do you know that I haven't?" chuckled
Jack, doing a little teasing on his own account.
"You are not the only one who has one, are ·you ?
rn tell you one who ha1s a dozen, but he is al'Nays ready to get another."
"Who is he, Jack?" eagerly.
"Patsy Branni,gan," laughed Jack, naming the
_Irish Liberty Boy, the company cook and one of
the chief funmakers of the camp.
"Nonsense!" laughed Mark, seeing that his
chum had gotten the best of him. "Patsy would
make love to any one."
Dick now sent Mark and Jack to bring up the
rest of the Liberty Boys, .the othe.rs remaining
at the farmhouse to keep watch on the Skinners
in case they should come back. The Skinners
had gone toward the north, but there might be
others, and so Mark and Jack decided to keep a
sharp lookout on their way to the camp in order
to avoid trouble. Mark had his pistols, and Jack
had a musket besides, and was a good shot, so
they were not afraid of being waylaid, and ·yet
they meant to keep a good watch nevertheless.
They '>eere riding on at a-fair pace, so that Mark's
big gray could keep up with Jack's bay mare,
when a boy came around a turn in the road and
said:
"You rebels better not go any farther, because
you'll get into trouble if you do."
"We don 't mind that, so get out of the way,"
said Mark.
"But there's a lot of Skinners down the road,
waitin' for you, and I come to tell you about it...
I'm as much a rebel as you be, and I want to
keep you out of trouble."
"You're a lying young scoundrel, and you don't
want to do anything of the kind," said Mark.
"We are not rebels, and you're a rasca!Ly young
Tory, and you're up to mischief of some kind, or
you want to prevent us from finding it out."
Then the two boys rode on at increased speed,
one on each side of the boy, who snatched at
Jack's bridle rein, and only got upset in the dust
for his pains. The boys went on, and shortly
came upon a nmnber of rough-looking men in
front of a hou se, the doors and windows of which
were tightly barred. At sight of the men, whom
the boys took to be Skinners, they set up a
shout and dashed ahead.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" cried Mark, waving
his sword. "Down with the Skinners; scatter the
rascals!"
There were half a dozen of the men, and only
t\vo of the boys, but the former evidently expected to see a lot more boys coming on, and
they took to their heel s in a moment. The boys
halted in front of the house, and Mark called
out:
"Don't be afraid; we are friends. The Skinners
have gone."
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In a moment the door opened and a very pretty
girl appeared and said:
"You don't have to tell us that you are friends,
for I know it by the sight of your uniforms.
These men were Skinners, and were trying to get
into the house. I am all alone at present, but I
gue~ they thought I had s-0mebody with me, for
they sent a boy up the road to see if there were
any of the L:berty Boys about. They are in
the neighborhood, they say, and the men were
afraid that so me of them might be about."
"We are some of .the Liberty Boys ourselves,"
said Mark, smiling. "Go ahead, Jack, and bring
up the r est. You can ride fa ster than I can. I
will stay here and look out for the young lady."
"All right, Mark; but look out that some of
the boys don't come on and cut you out!" laughed
Jack, using Mark's teasing methods against him.
Then he dashed away, his beautiful bay mare,
of whom he was justly proud, going down the
road like the wind.
"What did he mean?" a sked the girl of Mark.
"Oh, that was some of hi s nonsense," blushing,
"but are you all alone here, in the house'!"
"Yes; but I expect mother back in half an
hour, and father and Tom will come later. I
saw the Skinners coming, and I shut up the doors
and windows."
"That was right. Who was the boy we met,
who tried to keep up away? He pretended to be
a patriot, but he said 'rebel,' and we always distrust any one who says he is a rebel, for we
never use the word."
"Not a very big boy, was he, and sandy haired?"
"Yes, there wasn't very much color to his hair,
or to him; looks as if he was bleached out."
"That's Sim Strong, Zeb Strong's boy. He's a
little liar. His father is a Skinner and a thief."
"Yes, I've heard of him; he goes with Ichabod
Davis and men like that. We met them at Mrs.
Caldwell's this morning."
"And did you see Jenny, and John? Jenny is
a good girl, and I like John first i·ate," blushing.
"Well, he's a smart boy, and a brave one, too."
"Yes, he is, and T like the grandfather. They
say he has got a lot of money, but they don't
live as if he had, and he isn't at all like a miser."
"People get an idea that folks are rich, sometimes, and ·won't hear any different. Those Skinners would take his money if he had only a few
pounds, and they have probably exaggerated the
sum because they want it."
"Well, it's a sin and a shame that they can't
leave honest folks alone-the wretches!" indig•
n=tl~
"Yes, it is; but I think I hear some one coming. Have you a barn where I can put up my
horse?"
"No, we have not."
"Then I will hide him in the bushes, for they
would steal him if I left him out, and I don't
want to lose him."
"No, I should say not. He is a fine horse ."
"He is not a s fine a s the bay mare the other
boy rode, and you ought to see Dick Slater's
black Major; but he is too good to Jose, for all
that."
Mark then hid his big gray iq the bushes well
back from the road, and returned to the house.
In a short time he saw some of the men he had·
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11een before, ar.d some others coming along the
road.
"There's the ·young rebel now!" yelled the
boy they had seen. "There's only two of them;
don't be afraid!"
"Sh t your yawp!~' growled one of the men.
"You're more afraid than any one."
Then the men came. rushing up, and Mark and
the girl went into the house and closed the door.
" Come out of that, you rebel!" shouted the
men.
"Come and get me!" said Mark defiantly, taking his pistols from his belt and seeing that they
were all right.
CHAPTER III.-Jack Warren to the Rescue.
There were loopholes in the window shutters,
through which Mark could fire, and he now said
to the girl, whose name he learned was Mary
Gordon:
"Have you a musket or a shotgun or anything
of the sort in the hou se ? If not, I can lend you
•
a pistol."
, "Yes, there·s a double-barr eled shotgun, and I
know how to use it," the girl answered.
"Good! All girl s ought to know h ow to use
those things as well a s boys , for you never know
when you may want them. I s it loaded?"
"Yes, and I have plenty of powder and shot
handy," and the girl got down the shotgun from
a rack over the firepl ace.
"Very good! You ma y not have to use it, but
it is a good thing to have about, for it will show
these fellows that you are determined ."
~ou! "
"Hello! Open the door, I want to talk
shouted one of the men outside.
"You can talk to me here; what do you wantt ?"
asked Mark.
"We want them two horses of yours, and we
want your pistols. Then you can g et out, for
we ain't a-goin' to touch you."
"No, I am quite sure you are not," said Mark,
who saw that the men thought Jack was still
with him.
"Well, I said we wouldn't, and you can believe
us."
"I'd rather hear some one else say that," dryly.
"You can't have the horses nor any thing else ,
so go away or you'll get into trouble."
"Then we'll burn the house down and run off
with the gal. If you'll give us the oth er things
we'll let her alone."
"I wouldn't trust you. Get out of h ere, I t ell
you, or I'll fire. If you're not away from the
house before I count thi-ee, you'll catch it!"
Then Mark began to count slowly, in a loud,
clear voice which all the Skinner s could not fail
to hear. They wer e defiant, ho wever, and the
man Mark h ad warned remained in the same
place. Having fini shed his count, Mark fired,
having a good sight on the fello·w. He could have
killed him, but Dick Slater had al wa ys told them
never to take life unnecessar il y; even in self -defense, and so Mark merely gave the man a painful but not serious flesh wound in the shoulder.
The fellow set up a howl and r etreated in hot
haste, the others falling back with him.
"Did you kill him?" asked Mary impressive ly.
"No; we never do that unless it is absolutely
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necessary, but he will know that I mean what 1
say the next time."
"You'll pay for that, you blame rebel!" snarled
the man, who was unable to u:se his musket on
account of the wound Mark had given him. "We'll
burn the old place down over your heads."
"I warned you," said Mark, "and you would
not heed it. Now maybe you know that I mean
what I say."
The daring young second lieutenant saw the
men collected together, probably concocting s ome
plan, and in a few moments they all made a
dash toward the house, evidently intending to
force the door.
"Hit 'em, Mary," said Mark. "You don 't have
to kill 'em, but hit 'em good and hard so that
they will remember you the next tii~e. you
can't temporize with these scoundrels, but just
pepper 'em and show 'em that you are not afraid."
Then Mark began to use his pistols in the liveliest fashion. He had five or six of them, a.nd he
knew how to use them, being a de~d shot in fact
and could have killed two or three of th~m if h~
had wished.
Crack-crac k-crack-ba ng ! Mark fired three or
four rapid shots, and Mary fired one barrel of
the shotgun as the men came on. There were
howls of rage and pain, and two or three of the
men dropped out, having had enough for a time.
Then there was a shout from the woods and
more shots fired at the Skinners. The ·girl:s father and brother had returned, and were now
peJ?]1ering the Skinners in g reat s·h ape.
"That's father and Tom!" the girl cried. "They
will give it to the rascal s. Hi! see them run!"
The. Skinners were running, and as a man of
n1f'<idle age and a young man of twenty-two came
out upon the road, followed by a woman, the
rascal s made off, and in a few moments there
was not one to be seen. Then Mark opened the
door, and Mary ran out to meet the newcomers
'
saying excitedly:
"Some of the Skinners came, but two of the
Liberty Boys came along, and while one went off
for more of the boys, the other one stayed and
kept off the wretches."
"Mary did something, too," said Mark. "I am
Mark Mon-ison, second lieutenant of the Liberty
Boys. The most of the ·boys are down the road a
bit, but I expect them shortly. We have been
bothering the Skinners considerabl y this morning, and we expect to bother them some more and
clear them out."
"It'll be a good thing, too, my boy~' said the
farm er. "There's a bad lot, and they ought to be
cleared out, and every decent man hereabouts will
h elp you do it."
"I am sure of that, sir, but I hear the boys
com ing now."
In a short time Jack Warren came riding up at
the head of the Liberty Boys , and said with a
laug h :
"We met four or five scoundrelly -lookin g fello ws on th e dead run, Mark, and when they saw
us they \Vent all th e fas t er. You mu st have g iven
them a pretty good scare by the looks of things."
"We had help," Mark answered, "but we gave a
very fair account of ourselves , too."
Then Mark went for his big gra y, which the
Skinners had not found, and put himself at the
head of the boys. Bidding good clay to the farm-
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er and his family, the boys now< rode off at good
speed, arriving at the other house in good time.
The Skinners had not appeared again, but there
was no knowing· when they might, and in any
event Dick thought it best to have the camp nearer to that of the marauders, so that he could do
better execution and act with greater despatch.
The boys were all interested in hearing of Mark's
adventure, and also of those of Dick and Bob;
The Liberty Boys now began putting up their
camp in the woods not far from the house of Mr.
Weeks, the girl and boy bein,g greatly interested
in the work. Patsy Brannigan, the Irish Liberty
Boy, and Carl Gookenspieler, his friend, a fat
German weighing fully two hundred pounds,
amused them very much. After dinner Dick took
a goodly n~ber of the Liberty Boys and set off
for the houses of the Skinners, determined to run
the scoundrels out and then keep them out.
"We've got to beat these Skinners," he said,
and all the boys agreed.
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"He don't own it," said John. "It's in law,
and he's a squatter."
"Come!" said the young patriot.
Dick had the Skinner by the arm, but be refused to leave the doorway,
"Out with him, Bob!" exclaimed the captain of
.fue Liberty Boys.
Estabrook caught the man by the shoulders
and gave him a shove.
"March!" he exclaimed.
In a moment the man went flying out upon the
street. Then Dick closed the door and said:
"Now, then, be off with you! Take your place
with the rest, and don't give us an:y trouble or
you'll get a rope!"
Two or three of the boys now came up and
made the man take his place with the rest of the
Skinners. Then Dick turned to them and said
in a very decided manner:
"You fellows are getting off very easy, let me
~11 you that. You are a bad lot, but we are gomg to clear you out and do no worse at this
time; but if you come back and are caught in
any evil work, such as you have done before, you
will •b e hanged without fail."
CHAPI'ER IV.-Running Out the Skinners.
The Skinners looked back, but said nothing,
and some of them were very glad to get off so
Qick took Bob Estabrook, Ben, Jack, Sam San- easy. They knew that if they had had to deal
derson, Will Freeman, Harry Judson, Harry Thur- with anyh?dy else they would have been hang~d
be~, Phil Waters, and two score more of the or shot without mercy. Some of them were deLP:>erty Boys with him, leaving Mark to look termined not to be run out in this way, however,
after the camp. JO'hn Cadwell went along to and tried to break from the line. A sharp prod
13how the boys where the Skinners lived, for they from the ba·yonet of a Liberty Boy told each of
needed a guide. They came upon the Skinner these that this was a dangerous proceeding.
settlement at length, in a valley among high
"You fellows are going out!" said Dick decid- "
hills. There was some excitement amon~the edly,~nd you are going to stay out till you can
Skinners when the Liberty Boys appeared and leatrl""'to behave yourselves. When you do that,
dismounted, some of them hurrying away, fearing you may come back, and not before."
that they would be hanged. One of the Skinners
"If any one of you comes back before he has
stood in the doorway of his house and made in- shown that he is trying to live right, he will be
s~lting remarks to the boys.
hanged."
"That'·s Zeb Strong," said John. "He's one of
The Skinnel'S saw that Dick was thoroughly in
the worst of the lot."
earnest.
"Do yuu see Ichabod Davis?" asked Dick.
"And the same fate will befall any of you
"No, I do not."
that is caught burning or stealing or doing any
"Get those fellows together," said Dick, "and of the evil acts of which you have •b een guilty in
tnarch them out."
the past."
,
The Liberty Boys quickly set to work and got
The Skinners said nothing now, for they saw
hold of a dozen or more of the Skinners and that Dick meant all that he said.
lined them up.
"March!" said Dick, and Patsy and Carl, with
"Out you go!" said Dick, "and you don't com~ fife ' and drum, played the rogues' march, and ihi;;
back till you learn how to behave y·o~rselves."
Skinners were marched .down the street, out of
All tlw houses were not inhabited by Skinners, the little settlement and a mile beyond.
and J0hn told Dick which these were. These peoThen the Liberty Boys opened ranks, and Dick
pie were very glad to have the Skinners put out, said:
for they had long been in fear of them."
"Now, then, get out and remember what I have
All the Skinners who had not run away were said. We have your names, and I know the faces
at length in line except Strong, who stood in his of every one of you, and I shall not forget you.
doorway, snarling at the boys.
If you are in this neighborhood by night, it will
"It's your turn, Strong," said Dick. "Get in be the worse for you."
line with the rest."
The Skinners were then .allowed to go, and the
"I won't do it for any blame rebels like you!" greater part of them took the opportunity at once
sputtered the man, retreating.
• and made the most of the permission.
"Go after him, Bob!" said Dick.
"You rebels are too blame high-handed!" snarlB.ob entered the house before the man could ed Zeb Strong, "and I tell you now that you'll-"
close the door.
"Zebulon Strong," interrupted Dick, "if you
"Come along, Strong," said Dick, taking the utter another threat or do not leave here at once,
fellow by the arm.
you will have no other chance, for I'll have you
"I won't do it for no blame rebel!" said the 'hanged inside of five minutes."
Skinner. "I own this house, and I ain't going
The Skinner gave Dick the blackest of looks,
to leave ' it."
but said nothing, and made a hasty retreat in
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the wake of some of the others, the whole band
being out of sight in a few minutes.
"That fellow will make trouble," muttered Bob.
"He will make it for himself, then, Bob,': . said
Dick, "for I am ae_termined to rid the neighoorhood of these fellows. Those who take advantage of my having dealt leniently with them to
commit further excesses will find that I can be
as stern as the next."
"Zeb Strong has made for the camp in the
!hills, I guess," said John, "though he'll have to
go round a bit. You won't see some of 'em
again, but I guess there are others th a t will try
and make trouble. They need to be warned more
than once."
"And the y won't be," said Dick, "unless they
take warning by the fate of others."
"It won't take them long to find out the temper of the Liberty Boys," observed Bob. "We
were easy with them, but we have given them
our warning, and if they don 't give heed to it,
they will themselves be butting their heads up
against a stone wall."
"And everybody knows that the wall does not
get' the worst of it in the fight," said Ben dryly.
"Do you know where the camp of the Skinners
is, up in the hills?" Dick asked John.
The boy said that he did not, but that he understood it was pretty hard to find, and known
only to the Skinners themselves.
"I will undertake to find it, if these ruffians
continue their evil acts," Dick remarked, "and it
remains to be seen if they do."
The boys th€n returned to the camp, when some
of those who had remained with Mark went out
in drfferent directions to reconnoiter . . They came
in shortly before dark, and reported that there
had been no trouble from the Skinners and that
none had been seen.
"They are keeping quiet," said Bob, "but I
don't believe that they are going to stop their
depredations. The y have been ·used to doing evil
so long that they won't be able to stop."
"They may think that we will go away," observed 'Mark, "and that then they can do as they
please."
"Or they may imagine that because we are
only boys," ~. Jded Ben, "they can defy us, and
that we won't be able to do as we said we
would."
"The y may not do anything to-night," remarked Dick, "and we will wait till we hear from
them. Then, if they continue their evil ways, we
must do our best to clear them out."
At dark the fires were lighted and the boys
employed themselves in various ways, some doing
different sorts of work and others amusing themselves, the pickets being set, as the boys always
exercised the i;,.-Jatest vigilance whether they expected an enemy or not. During the earlier part
of the evening Dick, Mark, Jack and a few of
the boys went over to the house to see the family, John and Jenny being very glad to see
them.
"I'll feel safe while you boys are here," said
Mrs. Cadwell, "and that's something I haven't
•done for some time, since the Skinners began to
stir things up again."
"It is not likely that they will annoy any one
in this immediate vicinity," said Dick, "but if we
liear of their doing anything wrong anywhere
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within a mile or two, we shall get after them
immediately and put a stop to it."
The ooys left the house at length,, Dick having
no idea that the Skinners would visit it again
that night, and they all returned to the camp.
The guards were changed at midnight, and Dick
after going the rounds and seeing that every:
thing was all right, took it into his head to go to
the house and have a look at things in that neighborhood. It was barely possihle that the Skinners
might. visit the place out of revenge, and Dick
thought he would be better satisfied to visit it
and see that all was secure, and that there was
no danger to be feared from the marauders. It
was not much of a walk to the house , and Dick
was almost as much used to going about at night
as he was during the day, and thought nothing of
going for a stroll at midnight.
It was not very dark, although there was no
moon, and Dick made his way along the road
without trouble. The trees cast a deep shadow
at times, but Dick did not wander from the road
and made his way to the house without difficulty'.
Coming in sight of the house, Dick was · surprised at seeing a light apparently close to the
ground and near the side of the dwelling.
"Who can that be?" he thought. "Somebody
with a lantern prowling about the place?"
He advanced noiselessly, getting nearer and
nearer, the li ght remaining in the same place
where he had first seen it. Then, as he advanced
nearer, keeping in the shadow as much as possible and listening intently, he saw that the light
shQne through a small window in the cellar and
in another moment he saw a figure moving ~bout
in t1rn cellar. He advanced still more cautiously
than before, and, creeping along the ground, approached the window and looked in. Then he saw
the old man walk across the cellar and suddenly
disappear, the light going out at the same time.
"That is strange," he thought. "What can the
old man be doing in the cellar at this time of
night, when every one is abed and asleep?"
All the rest of the house was dark, and there
was not a sound to be heard within. He waited
for some little time, and then saw the light reappear and the old man a s well . He held a common tallow dip in his hand, and had come from
~ome inner part of the cellar, apparently where
the light did not shine upon the rest. The light
shone plainly upon his face, and Dick could see
that his eyes were open, but that th ey had a set
look.
"I believe he is walking in his sleep!" said Dick
to himself.
·
The old man made his way rapidly toward the
back of the cellar, and Dick saw him go upstairs ,
the light casting his shadow back of him on the
cellar floor as he went up. Hurrying around to
the rear door, Dick looked under it and saw the
glimmer of light for a moment, when it sud- .
denly went ourt. He saw nothing, heard nothing
then, all being dark and still.
"There is some m ystery here," lie said to himself. "Why should the old man walk in his sleep
and why should he visit the cellar, of all places?"
He could give no satisfactory answer to the
quest.ion, and was about to turn away when he
heard some one say, somewhere at the, side of
the house:
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"Wher e does the gal sleep? Up in the loft or
on the first floor?"
"I guess she sleeps in the loft, same as the
boy, lck. The winder is open to give .plenty of
air."
"But he>w are we going t.& get up there without raising a row? Can't we manage it some
other wa.y, '.leke ? "
"You'd better get out of here as fa st a s you
ca.n if j!OU don't want to get hurt!" said Dick, in
.
·
a decided tone.
There was a cry of alarm from both men, and
they fled in the greatest haste.
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"Who were they?"
"Well, there was Zeb Strong and Josiah Hibbard and Hasea Wilkins and Hezekiah Jubbins,
and one or two more that I don't know the names
of, but I've seen 'em around. There was Bill and
Gil Hoobs, I think, but IJn. not sure if that's
their names."
"There's a man named Gilbert Hobl>s that's a
T<>ry," said John. "Maybe he's the one."
"And theTe's another by the name of Bill
·
Hoops,'' added Jenny.
"Do the Tories work in with the Skinners?"
·
a sked Dick.
"Not as a rule," replied the old man, "but
Hoo.ps and Hobbs are unprincipled and would
' work with any lawless fellows. They are Tories
CHAPTER V.-Looking for the Skinners.
if it is eonveni:ent, and they are anything or
The men were two of the Skinners who had nothing."
not been around when Dick and the Libeyty Boys
"You 31'.e sure of Strong and Hibbard though
'
had run the others out, but they knew that the are yo.u ?"' Dii:k asked thei.r informant. '
"Yes, I'm sure of them. They had a fire and
bo,ys were after them, and at the sound of Dick's
voice they beat a terrified retreat, the young capo- I saw them plain. They burned a haystack' and
tain hearing their footsteps going up the raad it gave plenty of light to see them. We drove
-'em out, but we co·uldn't save the stack, and they
for some little time.
"They won't come back to-night, it isn't like- rnn off a couple of critters and killed 'em. We
ly," he muttered, "aft.er getting such a fright, found the hides on the road this mol'ning."
but it ma;y be as well to. put a gl!lard at the house
"Then it is quite plain that some of the very
in case they do."
fellows tha t we warned are still up to mischief"
Retur ning to the camp, he serut Jack Warren declared Dick, "and there is nothing for it but to
and George Brewster, two Jersey boys, to keep ~ t after them and drive them out, or hang them
watch at the house allld to 1·aise an alarm if if we can get hold of tJi,em."
"They've probably gone up into the hills someany one appeared. That g ave Mark a chance to
try and tease Jack agai-n about the girl, but the where," remarked thi:! man, "and will hide till
they think i t's safe to come out."
dashy fellow only laughed and said:
"You would like to be there yourself, old man,
"We won 't wait for t:hem to come out" ans wer,
wouldn't you now?"
ed Dick. "We will drive them out of tl{eir hiding
"Oh, but I've my own girl, ye>u know," answer- place an<l break it up."
·
ed M:u·k, "while you have not."
"But you don't know wher e it is, do you Cap'
"Haven't I , though?" laughed Jack, and then tain?'"
"No; do you?"
Mark tried to find out who she was, but to no
"No, I don't. "
purpose.
The two boys went to the house and kept guard
"Then we shall have to find it. H ave -you any
for a couple of hours, being then relieved by two idea of the direct ion in \vhich it li es ?"
other s who t ook their turn at guarding until
"No, I don't. 'Some sa y it's n orth a nd some·
som e one else came, the h ouse being guarded t ill west , over nea r t he r iver, aJld some say it's to
daybreak, when the famil y began stirring. No the ea stwar d. I haven't a notion where it is,
one a ppear ed during the night, and it was prob- m yself."
able . that t hey had been frightened a wiay, know"Well , we shall have to hu n t fo r it, th en. We
ing that the Liberty Boys were on g uard.
ma y s trike a trail and get some idea ."
"Ichabod Davis was· not there when we clear ed
"P erhaps we m ay fi nd some of these fe llows
out the Skinners," said Dick, "but he must have roaming a bout this morning,'' suggested ·Bob,
heard about it by that time, and he was s imply "thinkin g that we won't dare to fo llow them, and
trying to defy us. Well, let him do it, and see a t t heir old t r icks again. "
what he g ets."
"We h ad bet t er go up that wa y, a t any rate,"
Dick did not say anything to the old man or Dick answer ed. "We do not need t o t ake all tb e
Jenny about having had the Liberty Boys on boys, but only a good for ce. If t here are too
guard, but meant to keep it up while they were man y of t hese fellows to h andle convenient ly, we
in the n eighborhood a s long as it wa s necessary. can send fo r more of the boys."
If t he Skinners heeded his warning then there
The gallant fellows then pr epar ed to go on the
would be nothing to do, but if they did not, t hen ma rch a gainst the Skinner s, Dick taking such as
the boys would have t o ge t to work and clear out were not with him the day before, Ma rk going
the whole bad lot, dr iving t hem out of the dis- along instead of Bob, who remained behind t o
trict and follow ing them up to see th at they did look af ter t he camp. T hey wer e soon ready, and
"1lot commit excesses elsewher e. Jt was about an set off at a good pace, t he r oad being somewhat
ihour after the boys had ha d t heir breakfasts rough , but not too much so for fairly good speed.
when a ma n came to th e camp and reported that The boys wer e used to all sorts of r oads and
the Skin ner s ·had made a r ai d on a house about could manage a bad one better than th ose who
two mil es distant dur ing the previou s night.
did no t r ide so much, the horses being accustomed
"Diel you see a ny of them ?" Dick a sked.
t o accommor!ating t hemselves to all sorts. The
"Yes, I saw half a dozen of them that 1 knew," boys had passed t he place where t he raid of the
the man answered.
night before had occurred, and were g oing on at
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a good speed when a boy came around a turn and horseback near a brook, which crossed the roac'
said:
under a little rustic bridge.
"What are you looking for-Skinners? There's _ "I tell you that is Hodge's horse!" he was say>
some of them on the road a little way ahead, ing.
waiting for somebody."
The horse he pointed to was a chestnut witl
John was with the boys, and l;>ick turned to white for.e legs and breast. At sight of Dick am!
him and gave him a look of inquj.l-y. John nod- the Liberty Boys the men scowled, but, as the}
ded his head as if to say that he knew the boy, greatly outnumbered the latter they held thei1
and that he was all right. The boy saw John · ground. Dick recognized some of the men whon
and said:
he had run out the day before, and these slipp~
"Hello, John; are Y<>U 'One of the Liberty Boys to the rear.
now?"
"Get youJJ hat full of water, Josh,'' Dick said.
"No, I ain't; I guess I'm not old enough yet,
The boy stepped to the brook and did as Diel
Josh,'' J-0hn replied
had said.
/
- "Well, I guess I am, and I'd like to join."
"Throw it over his legs and give them a rub,'
"How many of the Skinners are there, my added Dick.
boy?" asked Dick.
The boy did as he was told, the horse seem in~
"About a dozen of them. They've got horses, to enjoy it, as the da:y was warm. The rider obbut I shouldn't wonder if they'd stole them, 'cause jected, however; and tried to back away. He did
two <>f 'em look precious like some that belong at length, but the horse's legs were now the same
to Sam Higgins, up the road, only his didn't have color as his body, a dark chestnut.
any white spots on 'eni, and these have."
"You have stolen that horse and chalked his
"Tliey could have whitened the animals with legs and breast so as to make him look like anchalk," said Dick, "and y<>u could ·s carcely tell it, other animal," said Dick.
unless they got caught in the rain or went across
"Well, suppose I have?" snarled the man. "Y<>u
a brook."
can't take it aWlliy from me, you blame rebel!"
"H'm! I shouldn't wonder if they had done
"Maybe I can," Dick answered, ·a nd then ht.·
that. I know them horses' names, and I'll call sounded a particularly shrill whistle.
'em and see if they'll answer."
In a moment there w.as a clatter of hoofs on
"Yes, that will be a good plan. G<> ahead and the road, and then the rest of the party of Libwe will go on slowly. If the horses show a sign erty &ys came in sight, riding at a gallop. The
of recognition, make a cry like that of a hawk. Skinners, foT such they were, uttered exdamaYou know how?"
tions of alarm., and at once wheeled and went off
"Yes Captain" and the boy made the sound up the road in great haste.
mentio~ed.
'
"Forward!" shouted Dick 1and, not waiting fo1'""Very good," said Dick. "Go ahead and we the boys to come up, he set off after the rufwill follow."
fians at full speed.
"It's only a quarter of a mile ahead," the boy
The boys with him follo'Wed at once, and the
said, and then he went oil; the boys foll<>wing a't others urged their steeds faster. The Skinners
a walk.
wen,t flying down three or four pat;hs, only one
· "The boy can be trusted, can he, John?" Dick or :two keeping on the main road. Dick and Mark
asked
followed these men, the other boys doing the
"Yes, Captain; he is a good patriot, and a fine same, as it was useless to try and find those who
fellow, too. He will make a go<>d Liberty Boy, had turned off. The leaders soon saw that they
if you want him."
would be overtaken if they followed the r<>ad, and
"I am afraid not; John," answered Dick.
first one and then another turned off as they
"'Why, he's first rate, Captain," said John, in were hidden for a moment b-y turns in the road
great surprise. "He's true blue, and so are his or by trees. Dick saw that they had turned aside
folks , every one of 'em.''
as he rode on, and at last he knew that there was
' "It isn't that, John; but the boy's heart is not no one ahead of him, and he drew rein and said:
strong, and I don't think he could stand the fa"They have all turned off, and there is no use
'tigue of long ma rcHes, being exposed to all sorts trying to catch them now. We must try again,
of weather and all that."
and when they don't know that we are coming
"Oh, I don't know about that. He can do a lot afte1· them. That will be better than following
of things."
them now."
"But never long at a time, can he 1"
"Some of those ruffians were in the crowd that
"No, that's so, he can't. He can't swim nor we ran out yesterday, weren't they?" asked Mark.
run long, but he can do it good while he does do
"Yes, and ·t hey have disregarded our warning.
it."
They know n<>w what they may expect, and it
"He may not know that his heart is weak, but will be their own fault if they are hanged."
I can see signs of it. You see, I notice all these
The boys now rode back, knowing that the Sklinthings. I have to, in picking out boys for e>ur ners would be on the watch at their hill camp
troop."
and leaving the attempt to .discover it to another
"Yes, I guess you have to," thoughtfully.
day. John had been with them all the time, but
The bo-v s were going on at the same pace when Josh had not, the boys meeting him on the way
they hea;d the cry of a hawk not far distant.
hack, near where they had seen him first.
"Corne on, two or three of you," said Dick.
"Will you tak'e me into the Liberty Boys, Cap"The rest can come on if I give :a signal."
tain, if my folks are willing?" he asked.
Dick, Mark and two of the boys rode ahead at
"There is no room for you now, my boy," said
an easy pace. They shortly came u:Pon Josh Dick, who did not' like to tell the boy the rea,J
talking t.o nearly a dozen rough-looking men on reason for his being rejected.
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As it happened, the troop was full at the time,

II<> that Dick had a valid excuse, besides the most

Important one.
"We~, perhaps I can help you, anyhow,'; said
1o&h, never guessing the real reason.
"We shall be glad to have you," Dick answered,
and then the boys returned to the oa~, whence
Dick .meant to go in pursuit of the Skinners at
the first opportu rl ty.

OHAPTER VI.-Dick a Prisoner of the Skinners.
In the afternoon Dick took Bob Estabrook and
Ben and Sam, and set out to see if he could find
a trail leading to the camp of the Skinners in
the hills.
"If we can find only the slightest trail, it wm
be all we want," Dick said, "for we can work
up from it."
"Perhaps one of th ose side yaths that the
scoundrels took this moniing wfl he the one to
follow," suggested Bob.
"I shouldn't wonder, Bob, and at any rate it
will be as well to try it. You never know till
you try."
Th ey rode on at a good rate, therefore, till
they eame to the place where they had begun to
·chase the ruffians. Then they kept on t ill they
came to a side path leading in the direction of
the hills. They took the path, following it for
some little time, and finding fresh tracks on it.
"The Skinners mu s\; have taken it," said Bob,
"for no one else would. It does not iead to any
road."
"No, l can't sec that it does," said Dick. "We
will follow it for a time anyhow."
At length they came out into a little opening,
on th e farther side of which was a steep slope,
and all around a perfect tangle of bush and
briar, rock and tre e.
"We oan't take our horses up th.ere, Bob," said
Dick.
"No, and it will be hard to find a way for ourselves," muttered the young lieutenant.
"There must be a patii somewhere, Bob," said
Dick , dismounting.
Then Bob dismounted. Ben and Sam got down,
while Dick and Bob began lookin,g for a path up
the slope. This was ju:;t a foothill, the higher
one ~ being beyond. In a short time Dick found
a trail leading up the slope.
"Here is a path, Bob," he said.
Bob came over to him and s·a w the path ~uite
plain, there being some fresh tracks on it.
"Yes, that is all right,tt he said. "It is plain
enough, and ought not to be troublesome to follow."
"No, it i s not; and I think it wr!l lead to the
camp of the Skinnei·s. We can follow it for a
time, at any rate."
Ben and Sam remained behind to look after the
horses, while Dick and Bob followed the path.
It was a ·l>it steep a t first, but easy enough to
see, and the boys made good progress. Up and
up they went till they reached a level spot, and
then they proceeded faster, finding the path quite
easy to follow.
"It leads into the hills, all right," said Dick at
last, "and I think we might go back and get the
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boys, and then come up here i.n a body instead of
just two of us."
"You . are sure this is one of the paths leading
to the oamp, Dick?" Bob asked.
"Yes, and there is no use of our going farther
alone."
"AH right."
They were turning so a s to retrace their steps
when all of a sudden a numb er of men sprang
out upon them from some bushes at the side and
in front of the path. Dick knocked down two of
them, but was seized by two more.
"Get away, Bob!" he cried.
Then another Skinner sprang behind him, 'a nd
the two he had knocked down got on their feet
again.
"Run, Bob!" he cried.
Bob obeyed just in time, for if he had remained
a moment longer he would have been captured.
He upset one sturdy fellow and caused his musket to go off with a loud report, but there were
two more coming, and he could not have managed them all. He beat a hasty retreat, therefore, firing two pistol shots, which he knew would
attract the attention of Ben and Sam. One of
them gave one of the Skinners a nasty flesh
wound, and the other knocked off his hat. Then
he went hur rying down the path, which he had
no trouble in following. Halfway down he met
Ben coming up.
"What's the trouble, Ben!" he asked breathlessly.
"Skinners-they 've got Dick!"
"Can we do anything?" excitedly.
"I am afraid not. Where is Sam?"
"Below with. the horses. I can signal him in a
moment."
"And then those ruffians might !:'et in behind
and run away with the animal s. There's a lot of
the ruffians, Bob; seven or eight of them, I
should say."
Some one was heard coming down the path at
that moment, and Bob said:
"We had better get out of here. They don't
want us to eS{:ape, Ben."
" I (\on't expect they do, Bob."
The boys then hurried on, the sound of pursuing footsteps being heard most distinctly. They
reached the level where Sam was waiting with
the horses, and hurried away, jumping into the'
saddle without delay. They fired one or two
shots, m ore to show Dick that they were safe
than with anv desire to wound the Skinners, and
then rode off "as fast as they could go.
"Go on, you two fellows ," said Bob, when they
r eached the road, "and bring up a lot of the
Liberty Boys. We've got to get Dick away from
the scoundrels before they hide him in some hole
in the hills where we cannot find him."
Ben and Sam were off like a shot.
"I'll sta.y here and watch," said Bob, as they
went off.
Ben waved his hat to show that he had understood, and in a moment or so they both disappeared.
"If we had had a few more boys they would
not have got the best of us like that," sputtered
Bob, "but, at any rate, they won't do it for very
Jong."
B-Ob then went to the other side of the road,
dismounted, put his bay in the bushes and wat.ch-
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ed pistol in hand, for the appearance of the pursuing Skinners. In a short time two of them
appeared and looked up and down.
"He's gone arter help, I reckon," growled one.
"H'm! There was mcre'n one, Zeke. Look o'
all those tracks. There was th1'ee or four on
'em, altogether."
"Well, suppose they was? They've all gone,
haven't they?"
"Yes, but they'll be coming back, 'YOU fool, and
the sooner we get away, the better."
'
"Couldn't we trick 'em ·a nd get the best on
:em, like we done with the young rebel himself?~
_
"No, 'cause there might be forty on 'em, and
they'd get the best o' us. We g_p,tter get away
- - from here pretty quick and up to the camp, ~ere
they can't reach us."
"No, I guess they can't, nor no one else, if
we don't want 'em."
The men then hurried off into the woods.
"They think we can't get at them," muttered
Bob. "I'd like to see the place we couldn't get at
if we set our minds on it. I suppose they think
they've got it so strongly guarded that we .can't
get in? Well, if we get there, we'll find a way
in, ·a ll right."
, Bob thought at first that he would follow the
men, leaving a broad enough trail for the boys
to find when they came up, but then he concluded
to wait for their corning.
"There won't be any trouble in following the
trail," he said to himself, "and they won't be
long now."
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"Yes, we did, but t'other one got away, an:l I
guess he'll be coming here to find us."
"WelJI he won't do <it "
"No, ~r if he does ra-;d us, he won;t get in."
They all passed through the cabin, which was
like a tollhouse, and the door· was closed and
heavily barred.
"That may bother Bob and the r'st a little,"
Dick tlwught, "but not very much."
"You won't clear us out of this ·place, like you
done down below, you young rebel," said one of
the Skinners to Diok, as they went on.
"Wait and see," was Dick's quiet answer.
The man :rrtltde no re1Jly, and another said:
"Well, if they do get in it won't do 'em -:-a ny
good, for they'll find you hanging to a tree ip the
camp, where we hang aH the rebels we catch."
"Hold your tongue, Bill Carrick!" snarled one.
"Oh, let him talk," said Dick. "I want to iknoiw
everything, so that I will know what you fellows
have been up to and will be able to act accordingly." •
"Oh, you'll find. out enough," with a coarse
laugh, "but you won't do nothing about it."
They followed a wild, narrow pass for a time
and then came out into a small open glen in the
very heart of the hills. Here there were a number of rude. huts and a few more shacks and a
number of dirty-looking tents. Dick saw Ichabod
Davis, Zeb Strong, Zeke Tompkins, Josiah Hibbard, and some others whose names he knew and
many whose names were not known to him, but
whose faces were. familiar. All the men he had
warned out of the settlement were here and more,
and he presumed that the others were those who
had scaped when the Liberty Boys had made
their appearance, and some perhaps had not been
at home at the time.
"Well,, so you've come to pay us a visit, have
you, Slater?" asked Ichabod Davis, with a leer,
~ile his son Bill .g ave a loud guJfaw.
.
'- "Yes, and he's come to stay!" roared the
younger rascat
"Shut up, Bill!" snarled Davis, "and let your
betters talk." .
"There ain't no rebel better'n me!" growled

The greate:r; part of the Skinners, as Dick recognized them to be, hurried away with the young
captain of the Liberty Boys, while two qr three
went after Bob, not knowing that he had any
companions. They bound his arms behind him,
but left his feet free, and made him hurry on
with them along the path and up into the hHls,
winding- and twisting and turning till any one
else would have been so confused that he would
not have known where he was going. Dick had
an excellent sense of direction, however, and the
many turns the men made did not bother him in
the least. He could see the sky at times and the
sun, and had as good an idea of the direction Bill.
the men were taking as if they had gone in a
"No, but I be, and I'm a-talking; so you shut
"---· straight.i,ine.
up!"
- "I suppose they might go a little straighter,"
"What have you got to say, Ichabod Davis?"
he said to himself, "but they want to bother the
boys ·in case any of them take up the trail, as asked Dick. "That you 'have neglected my warnthese fellows must know they will, but that won'1 ing, I suppose?"
"Well, I guess you didn't think we'd heed it,
trouble Boo and the rest any, accustomed as they
are to following trails. They will go in the g•}ll- anyhow, did you?" with a l::iugh. "You didn't
eral direction these ruffians take, knowing that more'n half suspect that we'd be frightened by
any such talk, did you?"
they will pick up the trail all right."
"I knew that some of you were obstinate
At last t~c men paused before a little cabin
setting righi; across the pass that l~d through enough to go on in your own 'Vay till you found
the nills. There was no\ room on either :;ide o.f your bends in a noose," f l· rl< answered quietly,
the cabin to pass, a steep bluff being close :'lgainst "rbut I thought some of :.. ::-.u would have more
it on both sides. The cabin had a stout do::ir an•i .s ense. It seems as if I were mistaken, for I see
no windows, a9d was like a gatehouse across the a~l the men here that I saw yesterday. The mispass. One of the men walked up to it .and pulled take will prove your ruin, however."
a cord hanging out of a hole in the door. The
"What you going to <lo?" asked the Skinner
tinklyig o{ a bell was heard, and •b efore long the leader uneasily, for the quiet tone and determined
door was opened by a rough-looking fellow, who air of the young- patriot quite disconcerted him.
"You will have to wait," said Dick.
said:
"H'm! You won't do nothing, for you'll never
"Hello! You got the pesky young rebel, did
leave this place alive."
(YOU?"
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CHAPTER VIL-Bob Estabrook to the Rescue.
Ben and Sam made all haste to get to the
camp of the Liberty Boys, knowing that there
was every need for · speed1 and putting their
horses to the utmost. They used neither whip
nor spur, for the Liberty Boys never used either,
the horses being too well trained to need such
aids to speed. The boys got better speed out of
them by using gentler methods, and the animals
loved their young masters, instead of fearing
them, as SD many a horse does.
"Get on, boy!" said Ben to his rO'BJl, and 'tihe
; ntelligent creature fairly flew.
"Hurry!" said Sam. "The captain is in danger,
anrl. we can't waste a moment."
Both horses seemed to understand the necessity for speed, and both went like the wind.
Mark and the rest of the Liberty Boys knew that
something was wrong when Ben and Sam came
flyin g into camp in that fashion.
•
"What is it, boys?" Mark asked, as they halted
and leaped to the ground.
"Get a lot of the boys, Mark. Dick has been
captured by the Skinners."
Before Ben had finished speaking, a dozen of
the boys were saddli·n g their horses. There were
Jiack Wan-en, Will Freeman, Arthur :Nlackay,
Phil Waters, Ezra Bar<bour, Joel Walker, the
two Harrys, and others."
"Where is Bob ? " asked Mark.
"Waiting for ·us and keeping an eye on the
rascals."
Mark got his big gray and began saddling him
in haste.
''Do -you know the way, Ben?"
"They say we ca.n find it easily enough. Dick
and Bob found it, but they ran into a n est of
hornets and Dick was caught. They wanted him
more than they did Bob."
Mark took twenty of the boy8 and set off in
great haste, Ben and Sam going along not sO' '
muoh to show the way as because they wanted
to go. When the boys passed the house of Mr.
Weekes, John Cadwell came out on a stocky little horse and joined them.
"I guess you're going after the Skinners?" he
said to Jack.
"I guess we are,'' with a laugh, "so if you want
to come, you'll have to do y01;ir best."
· "Is the captain in trouble?"
"Yes," shortly.
"Then maybe I can help you find the wretches." .
"Perhaps you can, John, so come on."
The boys. rode on at good speed and at length
came to Bob, waiting for them in the road.
"Come on , boys," he said. "You can't go all
the way on horseback, but you'll save time by
going a s far as you can, so come ahead."
Bob dashed off down the Jane and the boys
followed, eager to go to the rescue.
"This is one of the ways to find t:he camp of
the Skinners,'' said John to Jack.
"Then we are going to find them, I guess,"
Jack replied.
On went the boys till they reached the opening
where Dick and the others had left their horses
before.
"We can't go any farther," said Bob, "so we'll
dismount."
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Two or three of the boys remained behind to
look after the horses, while the rest went on.
They came at length to the spot where Dick and
Bob had been surprised by the Skinners, but saw
nothir "· of them.
"l c,on't know the rest of the way," said Bob,
"but l guess we can find it. The trail seems plain
enough."
They went on two or three at a time, till at
last they came to the cabin blocking the pass.
"Hello! There seems to be something in our
way!" muttered Bob.
"They say that the Skinners have a regular
guardhouse at their camp," said John to Jack,
"so this must 'be it."
Bob looked at the cabin and then went up to
the door.
"Preti;y strong, and well · barred,'' he said.
"There's no way of getting around it, and we
have very little room to work in here."
"It would not be easy to force it, would it,
Bob?" asked Mark.
"No, and we have nothing with us to do it
with. If we had thought to bring axes it would
be all right.'.'
"Yes, but who thought we were going to come
across a place like this?" replied Bob.
"No -one, of course."
"If you can't break the door clown, why can't
you climb over it?" a sked Jack Warren. "We
have scaled walls before now, and why can't we
do it again?"
"Clever fellow, Jack!". exclaimed Mark. "There
isn't any reason, of course. I s there, Bob?"
"I don"t see why there is," Bob answered. "As
Jack says, we have done it 'before and there is
no reason why we can't do it again."
"It is not so high,'' added Jack, "and we can
get up and over and then unbar the door."
"There's a cord hanging out," said Ben. "What
do you suppose it is for? It is not the latchs tring, is it?"
"You won't find fellows like the Skinners leaving out the latch-string, old man," laughed Sam.
"It ·is more likely to ring a bell or give some sort
of notice of one's coming."
"Then we don't want to bother ·with it," said
Bob. "Come ahead; let's scale it."
The boys got to work systematicaij.y, the ~
stronger and heavier ones at the bottom and the
others at the top. Four or five well-built boy s
stood with their muskets against the wall of the
cabin. Then two o.r three climbed to their shoulders and hauled up two of the lighter boys.
"We don't want to get over,'' said Bob. "All
we want to do is to pass one boy down and let
him open the door. It is probabl y only fastened
with a bar."
"Let me do that," said John. "I am not very
big nor heavy."
"All right," agreed Bob.
They sent up two smaller boys and then John
was lifted to the top of the human pyramid and
put on the roof of the cabi11>, partly climbing.
Then other boys went scrambling up, helping
themselves and being helped, till there were four
or five of them on the roof. They lay fiat and
looked up the path, but could see no one on account of the winding nature of the road. When
there were four or five boys up there, one of
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them advanced to the edge of the roof and Jet
himself over , another sliding along feet foremost, the first boy holding on to his feet a s he
s lid along.
Then a third bo y lay down for the second to
take his feet a nd so a human chain was formed,
g etting longer and longer till the lowest bo y
reached the g round. John was the lowes t bo y
in this case, and Phil Waters, who was not much
bigger, was the next. Phil let go of the feet of
Lishe Greene, who was nex t above him, and dropped to the g round, John keeping him from falling.
_
"That's enough," he said.
T hen the other links of the human chain were
drawn. up and got over the otiher way, the pyramid comin g do wn, s tep by step. John and Phil
ran into the cabin and took down the bar across
t he door, Jetting in the Liberty Boys.
"Here we are," said Bob. "Now we must advance carefully and not let these wretches know
that we are here until we are right upon t hem."
The boys hurr ied thro-ugh the cabin and into
the pass , two re maining behind _to give warning
-0f the ap,iroach of en emies. Then Bob and Mark,
with t he boys foll owing close be hind th em , hur1;ed on t o the end of the pass, coming out suddenly upon an open space where ther e we re tents
and houses and rude shack s, and a number of
men sitting or standing about. They saw Dick
standing against a tree with his arms bound behind him, one of the Skinners talking in an angry
tone to him. Suddenly one of the men sitting
on the grountl caught sight of the boys. In a
moment he vvas upon his feet and shouting , excitedlv ·
"R~b.els, r ebel s, here are th e rebels, a s I live!"
"Forward, boys! " s houted Bob. "There is no
time to be los t.!" At once th e bo ys swarm ed out of the pass and
rushed across t he open space toward Dick. Some
of the Skinners went dashing away in the greatest terror, without making the first attempt to
defend the place. Dick was soon rescued from
his trying position.
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Then Dick told about having seen the light
before and the old man in the cellar.
" What do you suppose he was doing there,
Dick?" Bob asked.
"I'm sure I don't--there it is now, Bob. Come
forward and perhaps we can see more than I saw
the other night."
·
They did see much more, for, a s they kneeled
by the window of the ceHar and looked in, they
saw into an inner room which Dick had not seen
before, and here, in front of a c-0arse pine table,
they saw the old man sitting with a box in front
of him, from " 'hich he took handfuls of gold coin
and spread them out upon the table. He seemed
to be chuckling over the sight of the gold, for,
although the boys could hear nothing, they could
see his face very ,distinctly.
"Then these stories about his having money
were true, after all?" said Bob, in a low tone.
"Yes, it is very strange."
"And what delight he seemed to take over it."
"But he is asleep, Bolb. Look at his eyes."I
"That is. so. There is ru:> speculation in th~m."
"And yet he must know what he is about, for
he chuckles with the greatest glee."
Then the light suddenly went out and all was
dark.
,
"It is very strange," muttered Bob. "Do you
suppose they know anything about it?"
"They seemed to think it was absurd to fancy
that ·h e had any money," Dick returned.
"Yes , so they did. Then th ey cannot know anything a'b out it."
"I don 't believe they do."
"Do -y()u suppos e he kn-0ws anything about it
himself, Dick? He may have forgotten that he
has this money."
"Perhaps he has. It is all very strange. He
does not appear like a miser, Bob."
"No, he does not, he is very careful, bright old
m ? n, and there doesn't seem the least bit of a
miser about him."
It was all dark in the cellar now, and tihe boys
neither saw nor heard anything. They went
away, everything being dark and still in the
house, and went back to George on his post.
"You did not see any one, did you, George?"
Dick asked.
CHAPTER VIII.-A Strange Affair.
"No; I only s aw the light, and then it went out.
It was qu.i t e late wh en the boys got back to I thought some one might b'e sick in the house."
the camp with Dick, but all the Liberty Boys were
"No, I think not. We saw the light and then
a wake and received them wit h the greatest dem- it went out."
onst r ations of joy. The y shouted and cheered
Dick did not think it necessary to say anyand danced about, shook gands with Dick and the thin g about the old man and the money at that
rest and went fairl y wild. Some time later, when time, making up hi s mind to say somet hing to
e >er ything was quiet in the camp, Dick took Bob J enn y about it, however, when next he saw her.
and went over to the house, where two or three
"The Skinners ma y have seen him poring over
of th e bo ~s were on g uard.
the money as we saw him to-nig ht ," said Dick,
"S ome on e sits up pretty late there, Ca ptain," "and they did not know tha t he wa s walking in
said George Brews ter , one of the boys, a s Dick his sleep. It is jus t possible t hat he may know
and B·ob came up.
nothing of it, Bob."
" Do . y0 u think so, Georg e?"
"Of what he does?"
"Yes, I saw a li g;ht th ere a little while ago.
"Nor of the money, either. H e may never
Do you think an y of t hem is sick? P erhaps we have put it there, but he m a y have come upon
could h elp th em."
it in hi s slee p and goes to it every now and then
"Maybe so , George. I will inqui r e if I see the and coun ts it over, knowing nothing whatever
light again, " and Dick went on, saying t o Bob:
about it."
"I have seen tha t light myself, Bob, but I
"Would that be possible, Dick?" in surprise.
don't th ink an y one is sick, or a t all eve nts it is
"Quite. There have been cases known of sleepnot a m alad y that we have an y re medy for."
walkers going to places which they had no 19'iowl"What do y9u mean, Dick?"
edge of the existence of, speaking _languages
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they did not know in their waking hours,
doing many other strange things."
"And being burned for witches," said Bob.
"Very likely. The people in the house may
1cnow that he is a sleep-walker, or they may not,
but I do not believe that any of them knows of
:this store of gold in the cellar."
"Well, the Skinners know of it, doubtless, and
that is why they demanded money of the old
man."
Dick went to the house later, but saw no light
nor anything out of the ·common. There was no
trouble from the Skinners that night, and in the
morning Dick determined to go and break up the
camp in the hills, whether the rascals had returned to it or not. Before he went, however, he
walked over to the house, and, seeing Jenny,
beckoned to her. She came over to him and he
said quietly:
"You didn't know that 'Y<>ur grandfather was a
islee'p-walker, I suppose?"
"Why, no, I had no idea that he was. Is he?"
"Nor that he had a store of money-gold-in
the cellar?"
"Why, no, I did not. He never said anything
about it. We could use it very well sometimes.
The Skinners said he had money and demanded it,
but he told them he had none, and I never suspected he did."
"He has never spoken of it?"
"No, never."
"Not to your mother, either?"
"I don't think so, for if he had, she wo uld have
said something to me about it. We have wanted
money badlf at ·times, and I think mother would
have spoken of it if she had known it was there."
"So I should think, but I have seen it."
Jenny was greatly surprised, and the young
captain told her of what he and Bolb had seen the
night before, and of his own experience before
that. Then he took the girl to the cellar window,
but the y could see nothing. They went below
with a candle, Jenny saying that she want ed to
get some butter, which she got, and look~ all
about them. There was no table in the cellar
and there was no inner room, such as Dick and
Bob had looked into. There was just a small cellar, not as big as the ground floor of the house,
and there was no room leading from this. There
was just an earth wall all around, not even brick
or stone, and there was no door in this.
"If I had not seen the thing myself," said Dick,
"I should doubt the existence of the place I saw,
but I cannot. Is there another cellar under the
house, at the rear, perhaps?"
"No, this is the only one."
"It is very strange, but I know that I saw
your grandfather come out of some inner room,
and we could see into one last night, but now
there is no evidence of it."
"I can't see any sign of it."
"Nor I, although it is rather dark in here, even
with the candle. I wiH a sk the boys to keep
watch, and if they see him, to notice particularly
how he comes and goes."
"Would it be well to say anything to grandfather aJbtmb it?"
"I don't believe it would, for I don't think he
knows anythiqg about it and it would only worry
'
him to know. that he did such things."
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"But if there is money in the cellar we ought
to have it. Whose is_it, do you suppose?"
"I haven't the slightest idea."
"We have lived in this house ever since I can
remember, and I never heard of there being
money hidden away in the cellar."
"Well, we wiH have another look for it, some
time,1 but just now - I have work on hand, and I
think: it is safe, anyhow, for we keep a watc'h on
the house now and these Skinners cannot approach it without our knowing it."
"I don't think they are likely to come at any
time now, after you have given them s uch a
warning," answered Jenny.
Dick then went back to the camp and got a
goodly party of the Liberty Boys together to go
to the camp of the Skinners. There were Mark
and Jack and Ben and the two Harrys, and a
number of boys who had not been there the day
before. John did not go along, for the boys knew
the way now and did not . require a guide. On t he
way, near .f ue road where they were to turn off,
they met the other boy, John's friend, who said:
"The Skinners were out a gain last night and
did a lot of mischief. Zeke Tompkins and Josiah
Hibbard ·and lck Davis were with 'em, and a lot
more."
"Those fellows had better be careful " said
'
Mark, "or they will get into trouble."
"Has anything been seen of them this morning
'
Josh ? " asked Dick.
"No, I don't think there has. They'd be keeping
quiet now, I guess."
"Well, we are looking for them now, and if we
see any of •them we wiH sett le for last night's
work as well as for other things that they have
1 done."
The boys then went on, turned into the lane,
rode as far a s they could, and 'then hurried on
to the cabin at the pass. They ha d taken axes
along this time, so as not to have to scale the
cabin. When they reached this they found the
door :fastened, but chopped it down and hurried
on. They did no t find any one in the camp and
they set to work and destroyed the huts, shacks
and tents, so that the wretches might not have
anything to shelter them when they retur1.ed, if
they did. The boys then went -baok and set fire
to the cabin across the pass, remaining until it
was so n early consumed that there was no chance
~-of its being saved.
"There won't be any U$e of their coming back
to this place," muttered Mark, "for there is
nothing secret about the place now, and nothing
to welcome them when they come to it.".
"I shall drive them from one place to another,"
said Dick, "until they have left the region. They
are a bad lot, and the sooner we clear them out
the !better it will be for the neighborhood!'
The boys then returned to get the horses and
make their way back to the camp. They had
nearl y reached the place, when they heard a number of rapid shots and loud $houts,
"The boys have been attacked!" cried Dick.
"Hunw, to the rescue!"
The boys made all haste and presently came
out into the open where, as Dick had supposed
they would, they saw a number of evil-looking
men attacking the boys left with the horses and
trying to get the latter away from them.
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" Char ge!" shouted Dick . "Give it to t he scoun drels of Sk inners, boys ! Fire !"
There was a lively volley in a moment, the
boys with the horses and Dick with his party
sen ding in shot after shot. The Skinner s, many
of whom were recognized, fled when they saw
the newcomers, and in a few moments there was
n ot one of t h e lawless rascals in sight.

CHAPTER IX.-The Girls in Trouble.
The Liberty Boys quickly mounted their horses
and gave chase to the Skinners, but the latter
scattered in so many different ctirections that the
boys could not follow them and shortly gave up
the chase.
"At any rate, they know now that we mean
what we say," said Dick, "and will scatte1· when
they see us coming."
"Some of them won't!" muttered Ben Spurlock
to Sam. "I saw one or two carried off that I
don't think had much life in them."
"They should have been hanged!" retorted Sam,
"but they got away too quick for that."
"A few more such experiences and these desperadoes will leave the SQCtion," said Harry Judson.
"Well, we came up here to clear them out," said
Phil Waters, "and we must do it."
The tboys reached the road and went on to the
camp, having d<>ne a good deal to get rid of the
Skinners and taught them a wholesome lesson
.and one that they were not likely soon to forget.
"When they understand that we are thoroughly in earnest and care nothing for threats, defiance and bluster," said Dick, "they will act very
different from the way they do now, and they are
beginning to understand it."
Reaching tihe camp, the boys rested, and in the
afternoon Dick set out with Bob and a do zen
more to see if anything new had been heard of
the Skinners. They were riding along the turnpike when they heard shouts and then one or two
shots and a ye ll.
"Hello! Son1ebo dy needs our help, perhaps,"
said Dick. "Forward, boys!"
He and Bqb took the lead and went dashing
ahead around a turn in the road like the wind,
presently coming in sight of two young ladies in
a '...,haise drawn by a single horse, surro unded by
a lot of yelling Skinners, one of whom was nursing a wound in the arm, evidently inflicted by
one of the young women.
"Jove! It's the girls!" cried Bob.
The girls were the two boys' sisters, Edith
Slater and Alice Estabrook, each boy's sister
being the s>veetheart of the other. T }1ey had
been on a visit to friends in Albany and were
now returning to their homes near Tarrytown,
but neither Dick nor Bob had any idea but th a t
they were still at Albany. The in stant that the
boys recogn ized the girls they clashed forward,
and all the bojS with them followed in hot haste.
They all knew Alice and Edith, and held them in
t he gr eatest respect and woul d do anything for
t hem .
"Clear out of t her e, you miserable Skinners! "
shouted Bob, pistol in hand.
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H e was afraid to fi r e, however, fo r fe ar of
h itting Alice, whom a Skin ner wa s t r yi ng to drag
out Of tihe chaise. Dick came dashing up, but he
was afraid to fi r e also, for the same r eason that
Bob was. A number of the Skinners got between
the ehaise and the boys, and t her e was considerable confusion for a few moments. Then the
Skinn ers divided and the horse and chaise came
clashing toward the boys at a tremendous speed.
The Skinners had taken both the girls from the
chai se, had given tihe horse a savage cut on the
flank with the whip, and had sent him tearing
ahead at a fierce rate. At the same moment they
were seen hurrying away with the t\vo girls, who
they evidently knew had something to do with
the >boys. The horse and chaise came rushing
down the road toward the boys, a nd there was
great danger of a collision. The Skinners had
clone this purposely to delay the boys and give
the men running off with the girls just so much
more time. It did delay the boys, for they had
to catch the runaway to prevent a serious accident. Dick and Bolb s~oppecl him and then raced
on after tihe Skinners, some of the. bOiys following, and some looking after t he horf<e.
Crack---crack---crack! T he two l:>oys were firing at the Skinn ers now at a livel:r rate, and a
few of them were hit and mack off into the woods
in great haste. The two or three who had the
girls were mounted and made away as fast a s·
t h ey could, the others trying t o ho·ld the boys
in Ciheck all they could.
"Get out of the way !" yelled Boob impetuously,
as .he fired two or three quick shots at the ruf fians .
One of them fell from his herse a11d crawled
into the bushes, t he others making off to the
right and to the !.eft in the greatest haste. In a
short time they ha.d disappeared, and only those
witW-i the girls were in sigh t. Dick, Bob and
half a dozen of the Liberty Boys went racing
after the wretches, determined to catch them.
The Skinners knew that they had two very important prisoners an d were determined not to
give them up if they could help it. There were
Ben, Sam, Jack, the two Harrys and Will Freeman, all good riders anct a:Jl brave fellows, ready
to stick to Dick and Bob to the end.
"After them, fellow s!" shouted Jack "We
must not let them get off with the girl s !"
"l{eep up with Dick and Ilob, J aick," said Ben.
"You can ride faster than we can!"
Jaok knew that, but he urged the bo.y s on,
just the same; knowing that it was bes t for them
all to keep as near together as they could. The
Skinners kn ew that they could not long keep up
with such horses as the young patriots rode, and
that they must throw the boys off the scent
quickly or be captured. One of them dashed off
in one direction with Alice, while the other shot
clown another road with Edith, the third man
rushing ahead on the turnpike, but speedily turning aside into a by-road which did not seem to
lead anywhere. Dick took J ack and t he two
Harrys and went after Alice, while Bob and the
others followed Edith . Dick's man was Ichabod
Davis. an d Dick had particular r easons for ca tching him , therefore, the man being the acknowledged leader of t he r uffia ns, an d particularly defian t t oward th e boys.
The m an went dashing down a n arrow road,
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and soon they heard him go clattering over a
little bridge. When they reached it, they saw
Ichabod on the other side of it, with Alice in
front of him. He held a pistol to her head and
said hoarsely:
"Come over here and I'll blow the gil'l's brains
out! I am in earnest, you rebels! Go away, or
I'll shoot!"
The boys halted, fearing to go on, and yet
knowing that something must be done, and quickly. Alice Estabrook was a plucky girl, and
quick-witted as well. She was the sister of Bob
and possessed much of his impetuous nature, as
well as his indomitable courage. Ichabod Davis
held both her hands behind her back with one of
his, while he held the pistol to her head. Most
girls would have fainted or been incapable of action in such a position. Not so the brave sister
of the dashing young lieutenant of the Liberty
:Boys, however. With a sudden burst of strength
she released one of her hands and swung it
around with tremendous force upon the Skinner's
jaw, a:nd in another instant dashed the pistol
from his hand.
"Shoot, Dick!" she cried. "Never mind me, but
shoot!"
Jack and the two Harrys did shoot, the first
taking the man in the shoulder and the others
knocking his hat off. Then Alice released her
other hand, as the man yelled with pain, and
went racing across the bridge. The Skinner, seeing that he was apt to lose his .Jiberty1 if not his
1.ife, sprang upon his horse and soon aisappeared
in the bushes, Dick not caring to pursue him
h~~

\

"Take Alice back, Harry," said Dick. "Come
with me, Jack." /
The '1Jwo Harrys went with Alice, while Dick
and Jack set off on the other road in pursuit of
the man who had captured Edith. They rode
rapidly, following Bob's tracks, and at last came
in sight of him and the rest, riding like the wind.
The Skinner, seeing that there was very little
chance of escape, not being able to leave the road
and get out of sight, finally leaped from his horse
and darted off into the woods, leaving Edith in
the saddle. The girl 't ried to stop the horse, but
did not have the strength, and was simply able
to hold on. The boys pushed after her, trying to
overtake the animal, which kept on, evidently being used to being pursued. Bob finally succeeded
in getting alongside on his bay, and caught him
by the bridle.
"Whoa! Y~m big brute!" he shouted, and then1
the other boys coming up, they· succeeded in bringing the animal to a standstill.
/
Edith was lifted off the horse and upon Bab's,
the other horse being allowed to go free, as the
bo ys did not want it. Dick and the others came
up in a f ew moments, and Dick said:
"I a m very glad that you are free, sister. These
wretches would have kept you a prisone1· if they
could."
·
"I suppose Alice is all right," declared Bob, "or
you would not be here."
"Yes.{ said Di.ck; "but we had to let the scoundrelly :::;Kinner go free this time."
"Well, I suppose it was better to let him go,
as long as you rescued Alice,'' replied Bo'h, "but
these fellows· will find that we will have time, by
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and by, to go after them and punish them for
their various misdeeds."
"Yes, we will," said Dick.
The boys then rode back and found Alice in the
camp.
CHAPTER X.-The Box of Gold in the Cellar.
There was nothing seen or heard of the Skinners the rest of that day, nor the next, nor did
the old man indulge in his strange sleep-walking
during that time. There was no opportunity for
the boys to go down the cellar to make further
investigations, and so matters remained as .t hey
were for two days. The Skinners may not have
gone away, but they were keeping quiet and no
new depredations were reported nor were they:
seen in the neighborhood.
"You won't hear of them until they think we
have gone away," said Bob, "o-r that we have
grown careless and are not looking for them."
"We don't get careless," replied Dick, "~cl we
won't go away till we are sure that they are
making no more trouble."
"No, we don't get careless, of course, but they
may think we are."
~Then they will make a big mistake," said
Mark.
·
That night Jack and the two Harrys were on
guard at the house and Mark was making the
rounds, when Harry Judson signa:l led to him.
He hun-ied forward, and Harry said, pointing
toward the house:
"There is a light in the cellar."
"Very good; go and tell Dick."
As Harry hurried away to the camp to arouse
Dick, Mark went forward and bhrew some pebbles at the upper window of the house, which was
open. They fell on the :floor and made a patt.e rin.g sound, and in a little time J olui stuck out his
head and said:
"Well, what is it?"
"There is a light in the cellar," said Mark
sirµ ply.
"All right, I will be down."
Dick had told John about the affair, for it was
thought better to awaken him if anything happened than to arouse Jenny. She slept in a
room close to that of the girls, and they would be
sure to awake if she got up and would want to
know what the matter was, and so Dick had changed the arrangement which had been made
originally. In a short time, as Dick came up to
the house with Bob, in fact, John came down and
let the boys in. Mark remained on watch outside, while Dick and Bob, who had lanterns with
them, hurried into the house and clown cellar l:Jiyi
the rear., De~cending the steps cautiously, they
saw a light m the rear and advanced rapidly
toward it. Then they saw that a stone had been
rolled aside, revlfaling a space beyond the main -cellar, and here, at a ro-ugh table, sat the old
man taking money out of a box and putting it
on the table.
Dick Had noticed no rock in the bank, but it
was dark down there and the stone may have been
so thickly coated with earth that it had escaped
his observation. There was a space about ten
feet square beyond the cellar, and here the old
man sat, asleep, but busily engaged, as they
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had seen him before. His eyes were fixed and
there was no thought in them, but he laugh ed, as
if greatly pleased, as he took out the money and
put it on the table before him. Both boys were
greatly interested, but Bob could scarcely r estrain his em<>tions, and it was all that he could
do to keep from making an exclamation of surprise. Presently a rooster crowed somewhere in
the distance, and the old man hurriedly put all
the money in the box and arose. He came out of
the cellar, and in a moment there was the sound
of a heav1y body being moved. Then he blew
out the candle in his hand and hurried away in
the darkness faster than the boys could follow.
They heard him go upstairs and then the door
was closed. They could hear his steps on the
floor above and followed, using the lanterns they
had brought with them. They found John in
the kitchen, loeking greatly impressed. "He looked right at me,'' the boy said, "but he didn't see
me. His eyes we1·e open, too."
"Where did he go ? " a sked Dick.
"Into the bedroom where he always sleeps.
Was he awake?"
"No; he was walking in his sleep. People often
do that."
"What was he doing?"
"Counting money."
"'I want to know."
"Yes, come downstairs and we will see if we
can find it."
They returned to the cellar, and by the aid of
the lantern found the stone which closed the
opening into t he hole beyond, for such it could
only be called. It was plain to be ~een by the
light of the lanterns where Dick had missed it
with the little light J1e had had before. For
some time he was unable to move it, but at
:iength found the trick of it and roll&d it back
with ease. There was no other way into the
hole for there was nothing but earth -W'alls and
no stones to be found.
"Have you always lived here, John?" asked
lli~

I

"Yes. 'r was born here."
"Did your father build the house?"
"I couldn't tell."
"Do :you remember this extra cellar beir~g dug?"
"No; and I did not know it was there.''. ,,
"We'll have to ask your mother about 1t.
The !boys closed the hole and went upstairs,
John going to bed. It was not likel y that the
old man would walk again in his sleep that night,
and the house was closed, the lights put out, and
everything was soon dark and still as before.
"We'll ask Mrs. Cadwell about it in the morning,'' said Dick. "She' may know of money being hidden somewhere, but might not know where
it was hidden."
"It·s very strange," muttered Bob. "I could
scarcely keep still.''
In the morning the boys saw Mrs. Cadwell, and
Dick told her of what they had seen, and how
the v had found the hole in the cellar.
"Could your husband have hidden this money?"
Dick asked; "or your father, perhaps?"
11
No, I do not think that either of them hid it.
I would have known of it if either had done it."
"Did your husband build the house?"
"No; he bought it. It was ten years old when
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he took it at the time we were married. Both
the children were born here."
"And you never knew of the place beyond the
cellar'!"
"No, I never did.''
"How long is it since the people began to talk
of your having money hidden in the cellar?"
"A 1y ear or more, but I always told tpem it was
not so."
"Have you ever known your father to walk in
his sleep?"
"Yes; but not to go down the cellar like this
and carry a lighted candl e about with him."
"Did he do it often?"
"No, and I never said very much to him about
it. It generally happened when he was not feetfog well, and sometimes it would be months between one time and another."
"Then you do not know who put this money in
the cellar?"
"I haven't the least idea."
"Could the people who lived in the house first
have put it there?" asked Alice, she and Edith
being at the conference.
"I don't think so. They did not have any
more than they needed, and sold the house and
went away because they could not get on well.''
"Do you know what has become of them?"
asked Edith.
"No, they moved away and have never returned nor been seen anywhere in the neighborhood.
They have no relatives here, either.''
In a little time the old man came in, having
been out fo r a walk.
"Father, where did the Holmeses go, who owned this house?" a sked Mrs. Cadwell.
"Down South somewhere, I think. No one real"
ly knew. They said very little about it."
"Diel theiy have any money?"
"No; not more than enough to get away with,
anyhow."
"Did you ever hear of their hiding any?"
"No, and I don't see why they should, when
they wanted all they could get. Has any one
sai d they did?"
'"Well, folks .say we have money hidden, and
I wondered if the~r c;ould have done it.''
"Where woul d they hide it?"
"In the cellar, I suppose," careles s ]~
"Nonsense, child; I have been all over that
cellar a thousand times, and so have you, and
don't you suppose we would have found it if it
had been there ? "
"Then why should folks say that we· have
·
money hidden there?"
"I don't know. Why do they tell all sorts of
othe1· lies?"
"You don't know where any of the former
family are, then?" asked Dick.
"No, I do not. It is nearly twenty years since
any of them have been here, and I have not
heard of them in all t hat time."
"We have found money in the cellar, sir," Dick
went on, "and we wondered if it could have belonged to them."
"You have found money in the cellar, Cap.
tain ?" greatly astonished.
"Yes, money in gold, in a box.''
/
"In the c~llar?"
"Yes; not the reg-ular cellar, but in a hole off
of it."
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"Well, I declare! I did not know that there
was such a hole. How did you happen to find it?"
Dick saw plainly that the old man knew nothing about the place, a lthough he must have been
in it many times.
"There is a stone in the wall which we loosened. The hole is on the other side of that."
"H'm! I have seen that stone many times. I
1rnve not bee n down cella1· now for some year.s,
ior it is damp clown there and my rheumatism
keeps me away from such places."
All those present saw that the old man had
no knowl edge of the secret cellar or of his own
visits to it.
"W'ho put the money there, do you suppose ?"
"I have no idea. I hardly think the Holmeses
cou ld, for thei; had no more than they wanted,
nor as much, in fact. I s there much?"
''There seems to be, but we have not counted
it."
"I'm sure I don't know who could have put it
there. In a box, you say? Have you looked in
the box?"
"No, we have not. We thought you might
know something about it."
"No, I do not,'' and all there saw that he spoke
the truth.
"We might as well get it up and have a look
at it,'' Dick resumed. "We were talking to Mrs.
Cadwell about it when you came in."
The boys then went below with lights and
brought up the box, which was a lift for three of
them. It was musty and ready to fall to pieces,
although bound at the corners with brass, ·and
when they put it on the kitchen table bl~e bugs
ran out of it and they could pull off pieces of
rotted wood. It was full of goin coins of different valu es, the lowest being gui neas, there being a number of doubloons in the collection.
There was a bit of parchment in the bottom,
but it was so damp and creased and yellow with
age that they could not make out more than a
word or two here and there.
"This mig11t have told us something, twenty
years ago," said the old man, "but it can't now."
"No, I am afraid not,'' said Dick.
"Can you make out any connected sentences,
Captain?"
"No,. I cannot. Here is a date, 1735."
"Over forty year s ago. The house was not
built at that time."
"Perhaps the hole from the cellar was."
"Perhaps."
"Where wou ld that be?" asked Bob.
"Somewhere near the woodshed, I think. It
was outside the hou se some ten feet."
The house has been extended some since we
went into it,'' said Mrs. Cadwell, and the cellar
was dug farther, to go under that part. Probably you cou ld not have reached that stone at
all at first."
"Then there must have been a waiy into the
hole from outside somewhere."
"Very likely, but we have never seen it."
At that moment one of the Liberty Boys came
running in and said, in great excitement:
"There is a party of redcoats coming from the
direction of the river, quite a large one. We
thin].. some marauding party of Rangers and
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Hessians must have landed and is making its
way into the interior."
"Sound the call to arms!" said Dick.

CHAPTER XL-Routing the Redcoats.
The mysterious box; was put in a CUP'board and
Dick and Bob hurried to tht: camp. Some of the
Liberty Boys had bee n on a scouting expedition
and had seen the redcoats, hurrying back to the
camp to give the alarm.
"I'll bet that these Skinners, whom we have
not seen for two days or more, have been off to
get these redcoats," said Bob, "and now they are
gu iding them to our camp. Did you see anything
of the fellows, Ben?"
"No, nothing."
"Well, it is very likely that they have gone
after the redcoats or, at any rate, that they have
met them a nd tpld them about u s, and nqw they
are coming here. We will go and meet them and
give them a surprise."
The Liberty Boys wer e glad to have something
to do besides hunting for Skinners a nd they made
ready to go on the march with the greatest eagerness. They were accustomed to getting; ready in
a sho rt time and it was not long be1ore they
were on the march. There had been rumors that
the Briti sh and Hessians with some Tory Loyalists were about to make a raid into upper Westchester, and their appearance at this time showed that the rumors were correct. T he boys rode
rapidly, Dick and about a sco re of the best mounted going ahead as an advance guard. They knew
the roads here, and went by the most direct route,
making good progress, and k eepi ng a sharp lookout for the enemy, so that they would not be
sur prised in stead of the redcoats. The enemy
came on with a good deal of noise and show, however, thinking to sweep everything before them.
It happened, therefore, that before they met the
British and Hessians they were met by a partiY'
of excited patriots living in the neighborhood,
who informed them that the enemy were coming
on in great numbers and that everybody was running before them.
"Go back,'' said Dick. "Make a stana before
them and do all the mischief you can, and we
.
will come up and support you."
"But you can't hold up agains t so many," said
one.
"You go ahead and do a s I tell you,'' returned
Dick. "We can't do anything if you don't help
us, but if you do, we will drive these fellows back
to the "river."
Thus encouraged, the meri h urried back to try
and hold the redcoats in check. Dick t hen dispatched Jack and Ben to a patriot camp w hich
he knew was a few miles to the north, to bring
down a party of regulars and as many militia as
could be gathered in a short tim e.
"They may have heard of the coming of the
enemy and be al r eady on the wa.Y," he said, "but
make a ll dispatch in case they have not done so."
The boys were off at once, and the n D ick and
the Liberty Boys went on in good order, but not
as rapidly.
"We will not let these fellows know that we
are here until the people have shown them that
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they are not like a flock of sheep," Dick sai d, tered Mark. "They are born Americans and yet
"and then we will come up and show them that they take the side of the invaders, like a lot of
if we are only boys we are not afraid to attack lickspittles !"
"Forward, boy-s ! Charge! Drive out the redmen."
In a short time they heard the sound of firing, coats and their precious allies! To the r ive r with
and knew that the people were making a stand them!"
The dashing lads raised a louder shout than
against the invaders. Then they went ahead a
little more rapidly, the sound of firing getting before, and with the regulars, militia and people
of the countryside, made such a furious onslaught
louder and more frequent.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, and the upon the enemy that they broke in the greatest
confusion and fled in great disorder. The boys
gallant feliows rode on with a rush.
They shortly came in sight of the redcoats, did not see any of the Skinner~ and it would
Rangers and Hessians, the farmers and a few have fared badly with the latter iflhe~ had. Back
to the !'!'Ver biy various roads hurried the e.1emy,
militia being about to fall back.
"Forward!" shouted Dick. "Down with the the patriots pursuing them relentlessly, taking
many prisoners and capturing horses, arms and
redcoats!"
ammunition in great quantities.
Then there was a wild rush.
"Delancey and Simcoe will be very careful how
"Liberty forever!" shouted the boys. "Down
with the redcoats! Away with the Hessians! they come up this way in a hurry!" sputtered
Bob.
.
Scatter the To11y scoundrels!"
"And I don't think Sir Henry Clinton will be
Like a whirlwind the brave boys came sweeping
down upon the enemy, the farmers making way in haste to send a detachment of his marauders
for them and pressing forward, greatly encour- here very soon," laughed Mark. "Westchester
aged by their appearance. The redcoats had not and the Hudson are still to!.> full of patriots to
expected the boys, and at the sight of their uni- make the venture successful."
The enemy scattered in so many directions
forms thought that a party of regulars were bearing down upon them instead of the Liberty Boys. that Dick finally concluded that it was ·useless to
"Oharge!" screamed Dick. "Away with the pursue them farther, and he halted the Liberty
redcoats and foreign hirelings! Scatter the Tory Boys, the pursuit being continued by the regulars and militia and by the people.
renegades ! Fire!"
"These folks will give the enemy all the trouThe gallant fellows fired a rattling volley as
th_ey rode. Crash-roar! Their lines s~emed ble they can get along with," laughed Dick, "and
fairl y to blaze, and many gaps were seen m the there is no u se of our doing any more. We have
ranks of the redcoats as the boys went on. Then these Skinners to look after vet and to drive out
the v delivered a rattling pistol volley and the of the region, and we have left the people at the
ene'iny's lines began to waver. This encouraged farmhouse unprotected."
The bqys then rode back in haste, and were
the farmers and militia, and they joined the bQys
with greater vigor th~~ before and charged gal- near their camp when the sound of ii.ring aroused
.
lantly, firing and raising a shout o~ triumph. them.
"The Skinners may have returned, and, finding
mhen while the Liberty Boys were still holding
the redcoats and Hessians in check and prevent- no one here, have attacked the hou,se," said Dick.
ing them from advancing, there was heard a "Forward!"
The boys dashed ahead, the advance guard comclatter of hoofs and the heavy tramp of men, and
the advance guard of the regulars, led by Jack ing upon a •s core or more of Sk1nners in front of
Warrei!, came in sight. Liberty Boys, farme~·s, the house trying to force an entrance. The boys
regulars and militia now-attac~ed the ener:ny ;v1th fi.red a rapid volley, and five or six of the Skinthe greatest vigor, and the intende.d raid upon ners fell dead, a number being wounded. The
rest, seeing that there was no hope for them
the despised "rebels" became a rout instead.
More of the people now joined the boys and against such a force of de termined bpys, fled in
their allies. Those who had been terrified at fir~t the greatest terror.
"Perhaps they realize that Dick meant what he
and had fled before the enemy or had remained
inactive, now rallied to the side of the gallant s aid when he told them that he would clean them
boys and their allies and the niJmber of patriots out!" sputtered Bob. "It t&kes some folks a long
increased every moment. The people once arous- time to get an idea into their heads."
The Skinners having fled, the dool'S were opened would not easily give way, and the invaders
realized very speedily that they had undertaken ed and the family came out, welcoming the boys
.
something which they were unable to accomplish, heartily.
"These fellows came a few at a time and deThe l'tessians were accustomed to taking a very
high hand v.rith the "rebels" whom: t~eiy· consid- manded money," said John, "and at last there
ered far beneath them, but they had been taught . were so many that we had to shut the doors and
many times before that the patriots had not only defend the house ag ainst them."
"We were afraid that they would come, just at
a thorough contempt for them, but that they were
also to give them a sound thrashing on occasion. the very time when we were away," said Di.ck,
"These Hessians forget Trenton and Red Bank "and so we hurried op in order not to leave you
and Monmouth," said Bob, "and we have to re- unprotected."
"We did pretty well," spoke up Jenny, "but I
mind them every now and then that we regard
this as our own country and do not intend to don't know how long we could have stood out.
give it up to a lot of hired soldiei·s who fight for The young ladies were very cool and sent in a
number of shots."
pay and put principle entirely aside."
"Yes, theiy are used to looking out for them"The Tories who fight against their own country are as bad as the Hessians, or worse!" sput- selves," laughed Dick.
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"And for others," said Alice.
"Did you meet the redcoats? " asked Jenny.
"Yes, and routed them. We had some help, of
course, for th ere were a lot of them, with Hes~ians and Tories t-0 boot."
"And we kicked them out!" laughed Bob. "It
would have done your heart good to see how they
ran."
"It was a better sight to see the Skinners run,"
said Jenny, "for they were much nearer home."
The dead Skinners were all recognize d as men
who had openly defied the Liberty Boys, and their
fate had been brought upon them by their own
stubbornn ess, and no one could be !:>lamed but
themselve s. They were ta~en into the woods and
buried, the wounded men having made their escape. Ichabod Davis, Zeb Strong, Zeke Tompkins, Josiah Hibbard and others had escaped, but
the boys knew them and would carry out their
threats if they saw the men in the neighborh ood
again.
The boys went to the camp, leaving a few on
guard at the house, to gi e the alarm in case th e
Skinners r eturned with a greater force. The
girls went to the camp with Dick and Bob, a nd
were made very welcome, ·the Liberty Boys being
always glad to see th em.
After dinner Dick, Bob and a score of the Liberty Boys set out in the dil'Cction taken by the
Skinners to see if anything had been heard of
them since the morning. They had gone about
two miles when the y came upon two bodies hanging to the limb of a tree. The boys recognize d
the men as Hibbard and Tompkins, but on the
breast of each was a paper giving his name and
the reason for his having been hanged.
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did not lose any time by firing up-0n the boys,
but got away as fast as they could, and in ten
minutes there were none to be seen.
The boys returned to camp, which they reached ~hortly before sunset, those remaining behind
being greatly interested in the sto11y they told.
"I don't think it will be necessary for the people to hang all of them to br~ak. up the gang,"
observed Ben Spurlock. "The rest of them will
have grown wiser before their turn comes and
will get out o( the neighborh ood."
" Vii ell, if they are hanged by somebody else,
that will be as well," replied Sam.
That night the two boys were on guard near
the house, everythin g being dark and still, for it
was quite later, the 'fires having gone out.
Suddenly Ben heard someone approach ing and
signalled to Sam tu be on the lookout.
There were two men coming along the road,
a s the boys could easily t ell, the footsteps of two
men being plainly distinguis hable.
"You're sure the money is there, are you,
Ick ?" asked one.
Ben recognize d the voice a s that of Zeb Strong.
"0' course I am, 'cause I seen th e old man
countin' it, and then I remembe r when old Bill ·
Holmes hid it in the hole next to the house. He'd
stole it from folk s, but that'd make me the best
owner if I got it."
The fires s uddenly flared up and the men were
seen running away, a number of the Liberty
Boys having just come up.
The boys fired several shots at the ruffians,
but they got away, the boys hearing their footsteps for some time.
Ben told Dick what they had heard the two
Skinners say _about the money, and in the morning Dick asked Mr. Weekes about it.
"The Holmeses all had bad reputatio ns," he
said.
. "But now this money belongs to you, as you
found it."
"I do not need it. I can tell you what I would
do with it, though."
"Well?"
"Give it to the Liberty Boys to give to the
cause of independe nce."
"We should be very glad to use it that way,"
said Dick.
Dick therefore agreed to take the money and
•turn it over to the command er-in-chie f to be used
according to his best judgment .
It was taken out of the rotten chest in which
it had .been so long and placed in three or four
strong-bo xes, being thus more easily carried.
Dick then took a number of the boys and dellvered the strangely found money to the general,
telling him how it had been discovere d and what
had been decided was best to be done with it.
The general was very glad to get it, and it was
used in the cause of independe nce.
Shortly after this John Cadwell came to the
camp and reported that Zeb Strong had been
caught near their house and hanged, two others
being shot in attemptin g to escape.
The gang of Skinners was broken up and none
of them returned to the neighborh ood.

CHAPTE R XII.-The Gang Broken Up.
The boys rode on at good speed and had gone
a mile or more from the place where they had
seen the bodies hanging to the tree, when they
met a boy who said:
"There's a lot of Skinners in a wood about half
a mile from here. They are getting ready to
make a raid on some farmers farther north, but
they don't want to come out till dark, 'cause folks
nave been hanging and shooting of 'em, and
they don't think it's quite safe."
The boys then went on at a gallop till they
neared the wood spoken of by the boy. Nearing
the wood where the boy had said the Skinners
were, Dick and Bob went ahead cautiously , and
at length saw the men gathered around a fire
eating their dinners. The Skinners did not observe them and they went back to the rest. Then
the whole party came on a s noiselessl y as possible, but were di scovered as they came in sight
by one of the men who had left the fire. He at
once gave the alarm and clashed off on a horse,
the rest running this wa;y and that in great terror.
.
"Scatter the villains!" cried Dick, and a rattling volley was fired at the Skinners, who hurried away, some on foot and some on horseback .
Th ey rode after those who had escaped on
horseback and kept up a lively gait for some
little distance till there was none of the men in
sight, one and another having darted doiin side
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERlanes or into the woods when the y thought they TY BOYS' FLANK MOVE;
were in danger- of being caught. The Skinners BEHIND THE BRITISH ." OR, COMING UP
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CUURE NT NEWS
LIGHTNING FREAK.
Lightnin g is apt to do anything which is ir regular. It stl'uck a Dickenson College dorMitory and hul'led a freshman seven feet across a
room while others a few feet away were not
touched.
TRAINED PAIR OF GEESE.
Two geese ti:ained to fi sh and bring the catch
to their master have been keeping the table of J.
T. Kerr su pplied with fish. Mr. Kerr lives on
the banks of the Mi ssissippi River. "The geese
already knew how to swim and dive," said Ml'.
· Kerr, "and all that was n ecessary was to teach
them to catch the 'fish and bl'ing them in." Mr.
Kerr said he eon<'efred the idea of training the
geese to fish aftel' Col. Tucker Gibson, a neighboring planter, trained a hog to hunt. The hog
noses through the bushes and "points" covies of
quail exactly after the fashion of the best bred
bird dog.
GOATS TO KILL SASSAFRAS.
One hundred and fifty Angora goats were received yesterday at Hartwell, Ind., in this county,
by the Hartw·ell Mining Comitany. The goats
were bought in Kan sas City to be turned 101tse
on the property of the mining company, consisting of seveFal thousand · acres of coal land in
Southern Pike County, much of which is growing sassafras, small sprouts and trees. The
goats will be pastured on the prorierty in an effort to kill the sprouts and sassafras. Hun dreds
of acres of this land can be reclaimed if it can
be cleared without too great an expense to the
mining company, and the go:lts were obtained to
do the work of men in the clearing.
MOUSE TOOK $50 BILL.
It was nothing new to the man sent by a music
house to tune a piano in an Altoona, Pa., home ·
to discover a mouse's nest under the keyboard.
That was an old story to him; but when he noticed tiny bits of green paper his curiosity was
aroused. He fi shed out the nest and found it was
a greenback, somewhat trayed around the edges.
He called the woman of the house a nd gave it
to her.
"Well, that's where our $50 bill went," she
gasped. Then s he explained that last fall h er
husband had slipped the bill under the parlor
carpet for safe keeping. Seven weeks ago th ey .
needed it, but it was gone. The mouse had utilized it.
A GAS ATTACK ON DESTRUCTIVE BUGS.
The deadly fumes of hy drocyanic acid gas are
used in eradic ating objectionable bugs and fungi
from citrus fruit trees. As a couple of whiffs
of this gas spell sure death to the workmen,
great care has to be exercised in treating the
trees. A graduated scale is so pained on the out-

side of the canvas bag that is employed for the
administering of the gas, and that forms the
subject of the accompanying view, a s to indicate
how much gas is r equired for any given treti.
As the canvas bag is placed over a tree, the graduated scale indica t es the size of the tree; and
by subsequent reference to the poison record on
the automatic engi ne which makes and distributes
th e gas, the attendant can accurately determine
exactly how much poi son gas to give each tree.
The treatment occurs in ~ c late afternoon and
the canvas bag is wrapped aroun d each tree ·
in turn for a period of fol'ty minutes, which is
considered ampie time to gas the undesirable
bugs and growth.
VOLCANOES IN AN AMERICAN PARK.
The Hawaiian National Park, just created by
Congress, is the first national park lying outside
the continental boundaries of the United States.
It set s apart three celebrated Hawaiian volcanoes, Kilauea, Mauna Loa and Haleakala.
"The Hawaiian volcanoes," writes T. A. Jagger, director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, "are truly a national a sset, wholly unique
of their kind, a nd the most continuoo!'< ly, variously and harmlessly active volcanoes on earth.
Kilauea crater has been nearly continuously active with a lake or lakes of molten lava for a
century. Maufla Loa is the largest active volcano and mountain pass in the world, with eruption s about once a decade, and has poured out
more lava during the last century than any other
volcano on the globe. H aleakala is a cxater rift
in its summit eight miles in diameter and 3,000
feet de ep , with many high lava cones built up
inside the crater. It is probably the largest of
all known craters among volcanoes that are
known as active. Haleakala erupted less than
200 years ago. The crater at surri se is the
grandest volcanic spectacle on earth ."
The lava lake at Kil a uea is the main feature of
the new national park. It draws visitors from all
over the world. It is a lake of fi re 1,000 feet
long, splashing on its banks with a noise like '
waves of the sea, while great fountain s boil
through it fifty feet high, sending quantiti'es of
glowing spray over the shore. Gases hi ss and
rumble and blue flames play th rough crevasses.
There have been occasional crises, Mr. J agger
recently testified before the House Committee on
the Public Lands, when the active crater was upheaved into a hill and thereafter collapsed into
a deep pit with marvelously spectacular avalanch es and fiery grottoes, cascades, whirlpools
and rapids of glowing metal were common.
Mauna Loa is capped with pel'petual snow. It
is two and a h a lf miles high.
Around the base of these vast volcanoes are
Sandalwood, elsegorgeou s tropical forests.
where extinct, grows there luxuriously. There
are mahogany groves, forests of tree ferns forty
feet high, and magnificent tropical jungles alternating with green meadows. There are also
tracts of desert and wonderful lavo caves.
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Tim Turpin of ,Temagam
A T.\LE OF THE GREAT NORTH WOODS

By Ralph M<'rton
(A Serial St•Jry)
CHAEPTER XXI.-(Continue d.)
The bad men from Ragtown crowded about, and
they were the most disreputable lot that Tim had
seen in man y a Jong day.
Every fellow had some bit of adv;ce to give, as
to what should be done with the prisoners. When
they learned that one of · the captives was the
foreman and head of the camp from · which the
logs had been stolen, they were al! of them for
despatching the two on the spot.
"Put 'em out of the way," grunted one rough
fellow. "There ain't no use in bein' babies about
it'"
"If they git away, we'll be sen't up to the p enitentiary for twenty years apiece," said another.
"That's right. Try a little ax work on 'em!"
"Pull the trigger, Gordon!"
Others of the desperadoes were armed, but it
was evident that Bob was leader of the gang,
and he exerted his power now.
"No!" he cried. "You do as I say. I will attend
to them. You fellows go on ahead and clear
away this log jam just as quick as you can. You
two men tie them up."
One of the Ragtowne.r s tied the wrists of Tim
behind him, while a similar service was performed
by another of the gang upon the sinewy arms of
Andy.
"Now," said Bob, confidently to the men, who
were growling and muttering to themselves. "You
fellows, I say, get to work, for we haven't got a
minute to lose."
The men started at the logs, w!11ch were i·unning a bit more loose now, and in a short while
they had them all whizzing along through the
narrow banks, toward the big r iver, which was
now only about five miles away.
"Well, I guess I am the master here," laughed
Tim's captor, as he regarded the two with a leer.
"If it hadn't been for one or two good turns you
two did me in the past, I'd have let them jab you
with a few hooks, or pumped you full of lead.
But I never forget kindness, and so 1 spared you
this time. But I'm not going to let you get me
into trouble."
He yelled to another of his crew,
"Medden come here, and help me get these
two fellow~ into this canoe. It's nice of them to
bring it down for us, isn't it?"
The two captives, bound as they were, took
tbeir places in the canoe. and with the fellow
Medden in front and Bob in the stern, they were
paddled down behind the logs.
The men managed the running nimbly, leaping
from one of the bobbing tree trunks to the other
in a way which showed that they had all seen
service in regular camps of the timber land.
It is almost unbelievable to a person who has
0
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never seen these lumbermen manage the logssuch skill and daring agility as they show, with
their poles and hooks, as they keep the bobbing
logs moving, without once losing their own balance or getting more than the lower part of their
boots wet.
.
Behind them paddled Bob and his assistant,
slowly-- directing the work of the men, who were
stretched out on the long line of bobbing timbers,
worth a great sum of money.
"Well, you made a rich haul, Gordon," said
Andy. "But don't you know that you will be captured and have to pay the penalty 7"
"No," snarled the other fellow. "When we
reach the river, I am going to raft ull these logs,
and take them far down stream. If you think that
I will stop at any of the near sawmills, you guess
w rong. I've been planning this out for a good
while."
"There's many a slip twixt cup and lip," said
Tim. "You forget that the law reaches a long
way, and that there are witnesses against you."
Bob glared at him .
"Well, I'm going to put you and Andy Henderson out of the reach of the law and its witness
stand for many a good long week to cor.1e," he .
cried. "I'll teach you the bitterest lesson of your
life, and furthermore, I am going to make it
appear as if you are with me in this deal. You'll
get yours all right."
CHAPTER XXII.
Tim's Effort to Thwart the Thieves.
"I must do something here, or they will get
away with all this valuable timber and put Andy
and myself under lasting di sgrace," thought Tim
Turpin to himself as he looked to right and left.
There seemed no hope for the youth as he sat
there bound in the canoe. Andy Henderson was
just before him, and the foreman of the camp
was as helpless as Tim.
,
But Turpin had learned that it never pays to
despair, especially when the sky seems darkest.
He studied every detail of possible escape, and
then went over the mental list, just hoping that
)1.e had overlooked some loophole of chance.
But nothing seemed to come of the thoughts.
Behind him Bob Gordon paddled away skilfully, and the other member of the gang of looters was busy in the bow of the light canoe.
Ahead of them the logs were skimming along
with the swift current of the stream, and the
nimble lumberjacks were prodding them skilfully, so as to avoid another jam.
"Well, my chance will come," thought Tim,
gamely. "Life is full of opportunities, if a fellow only keeps on looking and doesn't let his
eyes get tired."
Ever and anon Bob would order some direction
to the men ahead, and Andy Henderson gave a
grunt.
"Gordon, if you had shown half the smartness
when you were honest as you do now, you woul d
have been successful without having to lose
everything like this," said the honest foreman.
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
· BEACH CENSORS SEW UP GAPS IN BATHING SUITS.
Seamstresses with pins, needles, thread and
other paraphernalia were stationed at Chicago
beaches to censor the batning suits worn by
women and sew in those wearers who violated
prohibitions against the display of legs and
shoulders which were made effective this :1-ear.
Last year the style of beach costumes wa ~ left
almost entirely to the- conscience of the wearer.
Hundreds of women who appeared to-da~r in
last year's "conscience" suits kept th e beach tailoress-censors busy.
NEW ARTESIAN WELL ON A RAMPAGE.
T he great Bear Butt.,; artesian well, ~ truck a
short distance north of the Black Hil1 5, South
Dakota, has developed into what is belie ·Jed to be
the greatest artesian well qn the Ame rican continent. This immense spouter now is running
wild, and strenuous efforts are being mad ·~ to
control it. This must be done by capping it,
which will be difficult.
When the' flow of water was first struck it
fl owed at the rate of 50,000 barrels a day. Recent measurements show the flow is now more
than 100,000 barrels a day. It is on a real rampage. The water is cutting deep fissures in the
eighty-acre field, where th e well is located, and
the owner of the land fears the land will be
ruined.
IN NOME ON WAY TO
SEATTLE.
Roald Amundsen, the explorer, whose ship, the
Maude, wintered off Cape Serge, Siberia, arrived
in Nome June 18, and will leave for Seattle on
the first steamer, he an1totmced. The Maude lo ~t
a propeller in the ice during the winter and will
be towed to Seattle this summer for repairs.
The explorer, noted for his discovery of the
South Pole and his many Arctic and Antarctic
voyages said he would continue his efforts to
reach the North Pole by drifting with Arctic ice
floes as soon as repairs to hi s vessel were completed. He spent the winter on board the Maude,
with one native and three white companions, ancl
said the party experienced few hardships. With
the explorer were the daughter of Charles Carp enter, a Siberian trader, and a Chuchuk E skimo
g irl, whom he will send to school in Norway.

Fi sher s:'lys he counted th e bullion and money
when he discovered the hoard, and it consisted of
8,646 gold bars, 4,560 silver bars and 7 500 0'l0
' '
'
octagonal Spanish silver pieces.
OPERATOR BLIND.
Eighteen years ago Harry K. Ronn e, tele,gi·aph
operator, L_u shton, Neb., _went blind as the result
of paralysis _of the o~tic nerve, and later los t
the u se of his lower hmbs. Determined not to
be a char&'e upon the community he attended the
State. In st1tu_te for the Blind, and since then has
marned a girl whom he has never seen and is
'
the fath er of a six-year-old son.
At the present time h e is in charge of the local i:xchange of the Lincoln Telephone -company.
He 1s pronounced one of the best operators in
the company's em:i;tloy. Under the direction of
his wife he learned t~e mysteries of the switchboard. He op~rat~s 1t by sound entirely. His
sense of hearmg 1s so acute that he can di stinguish between the rings of a ll of the sever;!
hundred subscribers, the buzzes and other sounds
and seldom makes an error. He does the work'
as rapidly a s a person with sight.
His wife attends to the commercial affairs of
the office.

"Mystery
SEMI-MONTHLY

T ELLS OF TREASURE CAVE .
Application has been made to the Mexican Gove rnment by Adam Fisher of San Antonio, Tex.,
f or a concession to remove gold a n d silver bars
and Spanish silver dollars to the value of approximately $73,000,000 from a cave, situated in Saddle Mountain, which overlooks Monterey.
Fisher says he discovered this hidden treasure
r ecently after a search which covered several
years. H e asser '.s that he was led to take up the
search by the discovery of an ancient document
among t he Government archives at Saltillo, which
showed that in 1810 a great fortune in gold and
silver wail hi dden in Cavallo Blanco by Government officials during a revoluti on.
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" 'Boys,' said Mrs. Belcher, coming to the door,
'you had better stay with us to-night. It's going
to snow, and the wolves may catch you in the
dark before you get home.'
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG.
"'No, thank you, Mrs. Belcher,' said I. 'Father
commanded us to be back before sunset, and it
must be that time now. How thoughtless we
"Tell us a story, grandpa.''
have been that we did not start sooner.'
It was a youngster who spoke, and as th~
" 'But it's dangerous, boys,' she expostulated.
words fell from his lips he came forward with a ''rhe wolves may devour you. Stay with us and
chair and seated himself by the side of a ·little start early in the morning.'
old man, with a kind expression, whose hair and
"She could not induce us to stay, however, for
beard were of snowy whiteness.
our guilty consciences were inwardly reproaching
"Oh, yes, grandpa; please do," cried two or us for staying so long already.
three flaxen-haired urchins, as they eagerly
"What wo~d our kind parents say when night
shoved their chairs up before the hearth. "Tell came · on and we did note.return?
us about the bears and wolves, that used to be so
num~rous when you and grandma first moved
"'Pshaw,' said James, who was some two years
into the big woods.''
older than I, 'the wolves won't trouble us ' and
"No, grandpa; tell us about the panther that without more words we started into a brisk trot.
you shot in the alder thicket," put in a black-eyed
"Already it was dusky in the thick woods, and
boy of some twelve years. "I think that story's soon the snow commenced to fall very fast.
just boss."
"We had reached the top of a high wooded
"I think the story about the old Indian man is ridge~ over which _the path wound, and were
the best," said a kind little girl of some ten sum- ploddm.g along, facmg the storm blast, when a
mers, as she placed her hand upon the aged man's low, dismal howl greeted our ears from the
knee and looked up into his face. "You'll tell us • sv.;~!11P b,elo~.
,
,
that one, won't you, grandpa?"
Jim, said I, thats a wolf, sure's the world.
.
I don't know but that we'd have done better to
The old man arose: and placed a couple of sticks have stayed at Mr. Belcher's.'
of wood on the fire m the good old New England
,
,
,
,
.
fireplace, and then went to the front window and
C?me on, he .returned.
Who s gomg to . be .
gazed forth into the darkness. It . was a night afraid of a, wolf· They never attac~ anything
of storm and gloom, and the howling wind shook unless theres a gang together, and we II be home
the windows spitefullr.
before they ge~ congregated. We're most half
"Well boys and girls" said he coming back way home now.
and :r:e s~ming his seat, "to-night ca.'rries my mind
"A few moments later the sa.me dismal ho:wl
back to the time when we passed such a terrible ra~g mour:iful~y through the _thick forest agam.
night in the forest.''
And this time an answer~ng howl came up
Little Ivlary climbed up into the old man's lap, fr?,m the valley on the other side.
and with an anxious group of young listeners
Another m?ment and then a prolonged echo
around him, he told the story.
resounded behmd us, and then another, and an"We had been in the wilderness nearly three other, from the glen away beyond the swamp.
years, and we had a good log house, a log barn,
"A cold shudder Tan through my quivering
or rather a hovel, as we called it, and a clearing ~rame, and my panting breath seemed to come
of some twenty acres. One afternoon in mid- rn fitful gasps.
winter, father r equested me and James to go over
"What would become of us?
to neighbor Belcher's and get a quarter of veni"We would be devoured by the wolves.
son that he had left there the day before. 'And
"Father, alarmed by our absence, would come
mind you, boys,' he said, 'you must be back before to find us, and they would kill him, too.
sundown. This is imperative.'
'
"And mother and sister would mourn and
"We promised obedience, and with light hearts starve a,nd die alone in the wilderness.
hurried away.
"And it would all be on account of our wicked
"The distance to Mr. Belcher's was about two dii:;obedience.
miles, over a rough log-road, and nearly all the
"The thought was withering and it racked my
way through the woods: But to hardy fronti~r very soul with mental agony. ' .
boys of fourteen and s 1x~een years of age this
"James snatched the venison from my arms
was nothing; and at an early hour we arrived at and we fled, like frightened deer down the hill:
Belcher's cabin, where we were kindly received
"As we neared the low gr nd the somber hemby the family, and soon engaged in sport with the locks shut out the little lingering light of day
Belcher boys, riding down hill, chasing each other and we could just discern the road .
'
across- the lots, and visiting their traps and
"Louder and more fierce became the blood- ·
snares.
curdling howls, as the cruel beasts gathered
"Time passed rapidly as it always does in such nea~e r about us, and we began to realize that a
times, and in the fullness of our joys we thought terrible moment was approaching.
not of returning until nearly night, when the loud
"Suddenl_y a ~ark, tawny object dashed across
roaring of the wind among the trees on the hill, the road directly before us.
and the angry whirling of a few feathery flakes
"The dried twigs snapped, and the bushes rusof snow warned us of an approaching squall.
tied as it leaped to one side and sent forth a ~
"Hurriedly we repaired to the house, and wrap- quick, hoarse growl, causing us to quake with
ping up the venison in a clean cloth that we had terror.
brought with us, we started homeward.
"James threw down the vension, and, graspinir
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me hand, we sped along the road with all our
might.
"A moment later such a commingled snarling
and howling arose as I hope I may never hear
again.
"They were fighting over the veni son, and, now,
if we would save our lives, we must do our utmost to escape during the few moments they
would be engaged in ,devouring it.
"But ere we had proceeded a hundred rods they
were coming again in swift pursuit.
"We were now running up hill, and we soon became so tired it seemed as though we must drop
from exhaustion.
"Panting for breath. we staggered on.
"It seemed as th o Jh we should never get to
the summit.
"We broke over the height at last, however,
and as we commenced to descend, a bright light
glimmered through the forest, like a brilliant lone
·
star in the darkness.
"To us it was, indeed, a star of joy.
"It was the light from our own cabin windows,
in the quiet little valley below.
"It raised in our desponding breast s a· new ray
of hope, and we darted on with renewed energy.
"The blinding snow dashed in our faces, and
winter's frozen blast roared through the naked
forest like a hurricane-.
"The wolves were now close upon u s again, and
in a moment we might feel their sharp fangs
pierce our flesh.
"We felt •sure if we could reach the cl ea ring
th"ey would pause in their pursuit, and then we
should escape.
"By turning into a rough by-path, we could
1~ach a corn er of it within thirty or forty rods
from where we were.
"It was the neares t point; though to reach it
we would be obliged to cross a deep, rocky gully,
through which ran a small turbulent stream of
water.
"We did not stop to argue, but dashed down
the steep decline, rega1·dless of hurts and bruises,
and soon reached th e creek.
"As we scrambled up the opposite bank, we
heard three or four of the savage brutes crossing
the creek behind us, and by the time we had
reached the top they were upon u s.
"'James hurriedly drew off his coat, and threw
it down into the gulch.
"My goodness! What a fearful noise ensued,
as they leaped upon the tattered garment and
tore it to shred s.
"But it occupied their attention only for a moment, and then they came on again.
"We threw our hats behind u s, but they did
not st op them at all.
"A huge gTay wolf, uttering an angry snarl,
leaped over my shoulder, his sharp teeth snapping
close to my ear as he went past.
The next moment he leaped to one side, snapping savagely at my legs, and fa st ening upon my
coat, tore off . the skirts in an instant.
"James screamed with pain as another leaped
past him, biting hi s hand a s he went, and at the
same instant I received a sharp bite on my leg.
"Suddenly there came a blinding fla sh, alruost
directly in our faces, and the stunning report of
the old continental musket awoke the echoes of
the gloomy forest.
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"Father had come to the rescue.
"The sound of the musket, at that moment, was
more joyful to our ears than the sweetest strai!ls
of music.
"The wolves vanished from before us as if by
magic, and their loud, un earthly yells immediately teased.
"'Run, boys, run for your lives,' f~ther ca.lled
out in a clear tone of voice. 'They will certarnly
kill you if they overtake you.'
"Aye; we knew it, and we bounded forward.
"As we entered the clearing our courage rose;
and we flitted past past the blackened stump~
with the speed of the frightened fawn.
"We could hear the furious animals collecting
again on the edge of the clearing, and we knew
we could not trust them.
"Dashing' up to the house, we excitedly called
.
out between our panting breath:
"'Open the door, mother!'
"The door swung back on its wooden hinges,
and we staggered in and sank upon the floor before the hearth, bleeding and exhausted.
"Father followed close behind us, and ra1smg
u s to our feet, kindly inquired if we were badly
'
hurt.
"Our wounds were not serious, and after they
had bP-en carefully dressed, and we had become
somewhat rested, supper was prepared.
'"We sat around the board, but we did not eat
anything that night.
"Our systems had been too much shocked by the
ordeal we had passed through, and we had no
appetite.
"Father had been to the saw-mill after we
went away, and did not come home until dark.
"He heard the wolves as he came home, and on
ascertaining that we had not arrived, he.rightly
guessed what they were making such a din about.
"Without saying a word to further excite
mother's fear s, he snatched his gun from the
hooks and rushed forth to meet u s.
"The result is already known.
"All night long the storm raged with unabated
fury, and the wolves howled and snarled incessantly around the erlge of the clearing, and even
at times came around the house and barn.
"Old Tige would stait up from his corner every
now and then, rattling his chain and growling,
and all thoughts of sleep was banished from the
household.
"The morning at length dawned, clear and
beautiful, and with th e ri sing of the sun all cause
of al!lrm passed away: though it was nearly a
week before we recovered sufficiently to be able
to go into th e wood s again to work.
"Father did not say a word to u s about our
disobedience then, but the wolvei:lhad taught us
a bitter lesson, and one long to be remembered.
"We had tast ed the retributive fruits of disobedience, and from t hat hour we were more car~
ful to obey a kind father's commands."
"Mabel always said she would never marry
any but a professional man." "And has she fulfilled her desire?" "Yes; her husband is Profe ssor Thiddleton. He has an educated goat and
a trained monkey that he exhibits on the stage.''
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CONSCIENCE T ROUBLED 'HER.
Becau se she "ch eated" the we ig hing machine
,n the Union Pacific Depot, Junction City, Kan.,
out of n penny more than a yea1· ago, the conscience of an Abilene woman has been bothering
her ever ~ince , ii.ccording to a letter r eceived by
::;. vV. Mills, the company's agent her e. In her
•etter the woman stated that more than a year
1go she a nd he.r daug hter placed a pen~y in the
weighing m a chme, and afte r 1t had reg1 sted ~er
weight, and before she stepped from the machme,
:he mother r;tepped on also and was weighed free.
This worried her so much that she inclosed a
;tamp in the letter :i n~ a sketi M.r. Mills to p~ce
1 penny in th e weigh1l'lg machme, thu s easmg
ner conscience.
A WONDERFUL CA VE.
the most wonderful caves in the world
,s in eastern K entucky. Unexplored and almost
unknown its granceur has been seen by few.
The cav~ is in the foothill s of the Cumberland
Mounta ins on the line of the Fort Creek head:iua rter s. 'Two or three exploring parties have
vent ured into the ma:z:e of the vast subterranean
passageways, but none has ever r eached the end.
fh e searchers report passageways, rooms and
:hamb en ; innume r able, and transparent stalact1:ic columns of g reat beauty. One room has a
floo r a s level a nd a s smooth a s a dance h all.
:>ther s have fathomless pits. Evidently human
beings have visited the cave .before only to lose
their lives tryin g to find their way out, for old
kettles , parts of dishes, rotted lanterns and other
utens ils wer e di scovered. The cave will be penetrated farther by exploring parties.
One~of

A PARADISE FOR ANIMALS.
Pierre Loti in hi s book on India , repeatedly
describes the' fearlessness of animals in that
country. He says : "My room was. never closed,
neither during the day nor the night, and the
birds of the air made their home with me; sparrow s walked on the mats that covered the floor,
without even heeding my presence, and little
squirrel s, after an inquiring gaze, came in too,
and ran over the furniture, and one morning I
saw th e crows perched on the cor ner of my mosquito net."
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lJesc1·ibino· Lne euchant ed wood of Oodeypore,
with wild b;ars, monkeys, and a number of birds,
flights of turi.Le-doves, and droves of parrots, he
says: "Flocks of superb peacocks strut up and
down among the dead trees, running with o~t
::;tretched tai ls, the wonderous sheen of which
looks like a spirit of green and incandescent
metal. All these .inimals al'e fr~e and unrestrained, yet their demeanor is not that of wild
animal s and birds, for in these lands, where t hey
are nt:ver slain by man, the idea of flight does
no t an im a te them a s it does at h ome."
Th i ~ re ~ p ect for animal life is not confined to
the Bu ddhists of Jains, the sentiment is of much
mort ancient origin. Pierre Loti tells u s that the
horrors of death and slaughter, the sickening
display of carca sses of animals are nowhere to
be seen, for the people of Brahma do not eat anything· that has ever lived. "In the place of such
exh ibitions we see heaps of roses p lucked from
th eir st em's , which are u sed in the making of
essences, or simply to be woven into necklaces."

LAUGHS
A well-dressed woman paused in front of the
chestnut vender's s tand. "Are they wormy?"
she a sked. "No, ma'am,'' he answered, blandly.
"Did you w :.tnt them with worms ?"
The Lady-H ow much milk does the old cow
give a day, T om? Tom-About eight quarts,
ma'am. The Lady-And how much of that do
you sell '! Tom-About twelve quarts, ma'am.
Mrs. Proudman-Our Willy got "meritorious
commendation" at school last week. Mrs. O'Bull
-Well, well ! Ain't it awful the number of
strange di6eases that's ketched by school children?
"The count has promised that he will never
beat or kick me if I will marry him," said the
beautiful heiress. "But has he promi sed to work
for you?" he r father a sked. "Oh, papa, don't
be unreasonable."
Mrs. Jones-Fancy!
Mrs. Bangs threw a
saucepan at her husband because he sat on her
new ha t. I could never do a thing like that. Mr.
Jones-Ah, no! Because you love me so dearly
eh, pet? Mrs. Jones-Y-es. Besides, I haven't
a new hat!
"See here, Mr. Casey,'' s aid Pat to the tax assessor, " shore and ye know the goat isn't worth
$8." "Oi'm sorry,'' responded Casey, "but that
is the law,'' and producing a book, he read the
following passage: "All property abutting on
Front street should be taxed at the rate of $3 per
foot."
"Algernon is very interesting," said the stock
broker's daughter. "What does he talk about?"
inquired her father. "Why, he's ever so well
posted in Shakespearean quotations.
"YouJ18
woman," said the fin a ncier, sterning, "don't you
let him deceive you. There ain't no such stock
on the market."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
the first Ameri cans killed in the war h ave no1
HIGH EST MO"t.J"N T AIN IN ENGL AND FOR agreed as to the time, place or identit y of t h1
SALE .
men. Neithe r has there been agreem ent as tc
Who wants to buy Mount Snowd on, which is the date on which the first Ameri can troops en·
is
the highes t mount ain in the British Isles? It rd
tered the fightin g line.
now listed for sale by its owner , Sir Richathe
On a monum ent erecte d a.t Bathle mont, Lor·
ly
probab
is
ol
ichard
Willia m Bulkel ey. Sil'-R
raine, by the people of the Depar tm e·'tnin~
larges t land owner in Wales .
Meurt he-et-M oselle, is an inscrip tion c'lrtai
the names of the three soldier s mentio ned above
BIG RATT LESN AKE KILLE D.
and states they "were killed in view of the ene·
Lewis H. Weed, game protec tor of Walke r Val- my on the 3d of Novem ber, 1917."
an
The War DepM tment record s show that th!
ley, has killed a rattles nake at Glensp ey, Sulliv
d the line i~
county , N. Y., measu ring four feet and four first divisio n of the A. E. F. entere
ne on the n igh1
inches , with thirtee n rattles . Inside the rattler the Somer ville sector irr Lorrai
of Oct. 21, 1917.
was found a chipm unk.
Old reside nts say this is the larges t rattler
killed in Sulliv an county in fifteen years.
A CAT'S RIDE.
that cats have nine lives, he
doubts
one
any
If
REME MBER ED IN HIS WILL .
after readin g what hapso
do
longer
no
will
Robe1·t Smith , a Boston fish-pe ddler, when a pened to a Huntin gton. Neb., kitten . The story
e witnes ses and told by
school boy in Dublin , Irelan d, thirty years ago,
re- is vouche d for by reliabl
comm itted Hamle t's soliloq uy to memo ry andwell
Louis Globe- Democ rat. A kitten at the
St.
the
so
was
climbe d into the inside r im
cited it for his uncle. The latter
ber Great No1'th ern Mills
. please d that he told the lad he would rememago,
el and fell asleep . The engine e1
flywhe
big
the
of
days
him in his will. The uncle died a few
did not notice the kitten when he started the enand advice s just ~eceived by Smith indica te that
gin in the mornin g, and for nine consec utive
On
00.
he is heir to an estate valued l'at $200,0
the little creatu re, held in its perilou s posihours
fish
his
receip t of the news Mr. Smith dumpe d and
centri fugal force, was whirle d around and
by
tion
ancart . over the edge of the "T" warf
on the giant flywheel at the rate of 90
around
for
nounc ed that he would leave on the first train will revolu tions a minute . It was still alive when
San "Franc isco, where his sister resides . He
evenin g came and the engine was stoppe d for thee
share his legacy with her.
night. The kitten traver sed the circum ferenc
of the wheel 48,600 times at lightn ing speed. AlINDIA NS GO TO SEA IN CANO E.
alive, the kitten was in a stunne d condithough
Newel l Tomah and Johnn ie Ranco of the Pe- tion and was unable to stand on its feet, but da
at little nursin g on the part of the millme n revive
nobsco t t1"ibe of Indian s left the reserv ation
it, and it is now as well as ever.
Indian Island , twelve miles up the river from
Bango r, Monda y, June 8, on their 300-m ile voyage in a birch canoe to Plymo uth, Mass .. to take
POLA R SHIP LAUN CHED .
. part in the Pilgrim Tercel )tenar y. Their deer Bowdoin, built to carry Donald
schoon
The
partur e was made the occasion of a great demthe explor er, on the next Arctic
,
illan
MacM
B.
ofonstra tion. Gov. Nichal os Solom an and other and
in July, was launch ed at noon
g
startin
e
voyag
ficials of the tribe, with hundr eds of braves
l 9 from the shipya rd of Hogdo n Brothe rs,
Apri
Island
Indian
the
and
e,
costum
squaw s in native
East Boothb ay, Me. She was christe ned with
brass band, jpinin g in the cerem onies.
by Miss May Fogg of Freepo rt, a neice of
roses
r,
Bango
to
run
quick
a
made
The voyag ers
the explor er.
exhian
after
and
falls,
six
cauyi ng around
In design and constr uction the Bowdo in embod bition of fancy and fast paddli ng in the river
all elemen ts of specia l provis ion s for the work
ies
ed
expect
They
sea.
to
procee ded on their way
_of her sugges tedd by the long experi ence of
ahead
good
if
and
8,
to clear. Penob scot Bay June
1lan. Her hull is egg-sh aped, with nothin g
MacM1
week.
a
within
weath er holds to reach Plymo uth
i~e can cling. Under suffici ent pressu re
which
to
r
harbo
g
makin
T hey will hug the coast closely ,
icefloes the Bowdo in, instea d of b~ng
the
from
buckof
a
every night. They go in full regali
lift out of the water and be carshould
d,
crushe
skin, beads, paint l\110 feathe rs.
ried along with the pack.
19
The Bowdo in is 80 feet 10 inches in length ; ht,
draug
FIRST U. S. SOLD IERS KILLE D IN WAR fe_et 7 mches ~earn and 9 feet 6 inches She is of
NAME D .
with a total displa cemen t of 115 tons.
tDepar
War
the
th_e knock about auxilia ry schoon er type, equipp.ed
by
ized
A statem ent author
can
Ameri
a 45 horse pow€r crude oil burnin g engine
'first
the
with
that
ment ta-day annou nces
War
expedi tion is planne d to cover two years,
World
The
the
during
soldier s killed In battle
Corp.
be prolon ged. MacM illan's plans incl ude
were
m'.iy
They
but
met their fate Nov. 3, 1917.
e
Privat
a return by the strait or the circum Ind.;
either
lso
a
ville,
James B. Gresha m, Evans
e
of Baffin Land after explor ing a
Privat
tion
and
Pa.,
naviga
T homas F, Enrig ht, Pittsb urgh,
miles of it s wester n shore on
F,
1,000
any
of
Comp
stretch
Merle D. Hay, Glidde n, Ia., a ll of
which it is believe d no white man has - ever' set
16th Infant ry, 1st Divisio n .
·
foot.
A rticles 1which h ave been publis hed concerning
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
DROVE WEASEL OUT OF TREE.
As Calvin Waldron and friends were walking
llong the mountainside at Conyngham, Pa., th ey
;pied a full-grown weasel _up a tree. While two
Jf them threw stones at the animal VI' aldron
;too <l guard at the bottom, and when the weasel
;ame down he captured it alive.
15,000 BARRELS OF POTATOES USED AS
FERTILIZE R IN MAINE.
Farmers in Southern Aroostook County, Maine,
recently dumped approximatel y 45,00().. barrels of
potatoes in their fi elds; where they will be plowed
m to serve as fe r tilizer.
Aroostook producers were caught with a large
mrplus as a result of a falling market, which
reduced the price from $3 a barrel early in the
;eason to 40 cents a barrel to-day. In the north~rn part of the county sta1·ch factories took care
Jf the surplus.

FLATIRON BUILDING ONLY A NICKNAME .
Ask a New Yorker where th e Flatiron Building
is and he will readily t ell you. Thousands of persons who have never been to New York also know
the building well by reputation. But inquire
about the Fuller Building and there are few in
the city able to locate it. They ·are one and the
: :i an1e.

On account of its peculiar shape the structure
was popular]¥ called. the Flatiron ~uilding when
it was put up and it became nationally ~nown
under that name.
ART OF TATTOOING STILL SURVIVES.
Tattooing, that very appaz:ent mean;; of pro:laiming one's love for the brmy deep, 1s a form
>f adornment ancient, and in ancient times most
10norable. The Polynesians are known to have
>een adepts in the art, and from that time to thi s
;he1·e have been. always been people who have
oeen attracted to this form of beauty, which assuredly is only skin deep. T he decorations have
taken all sorts of forms, from the plain black and
white work to that in the most variegated colorings, to say nothing of the method of "gash" tat-

FREE

tooing, :-Vhich c~nsists ~f cutting deep gashes in
the des ired design, fi ll'.ng them with clay a n d
then lettmg them remam as a sort of cameo on
the flesh.
. Local ma!iners :-vho believe that tattooing is a
sign of havmg visited the countries wherein it is
most generally practic!:!d may be surprised to
learn that right here in the center of the banking, industrial and commercial world one may
be tattooed to hi s heart's content. In addition
he .may smell . the salt water and the strange
fru its . .and . spices from many a foreign land.
~oent10s Shp, New York, street with the romantic name, boasts a barb(u· shop which has in attendance an expert tattooer.
GRASSHOP PERS IN ICE .
Standing in Daisy Pass the traveler is a t the
threshold of some of the most interestino- won~e1fands of the Beartooth, 'Vl'ites A. H. Cerhart
m the Ameri.can Forestry Magazine in an article
on "The .Land of. the. Beartooth." Perhaps the
most curious gla~1er '.n .the . world is found here.
Indeed 1.t can claim d1 st1.nc~10n on its unique feature which would !Dake it is unusual scenic value
among many glaciers.
It. i s the Gra&.~.hopper Glacier and in its ice it
carn~s thou s;;i.~as of grasshoppers preserved in
freezing cond1t10n for many, many years and of
a species that are now extinct.
'.l'he g~·asshoppers that have been preserved in
this cunous manner are of a species that were
migratory in h'.lbit. It is believed that centuries
ago, before white men came to this continent a
vase ho_rde of the.se inse.cts were bying over t h e
mountams at a high altitude when they encountered a severe ly cold air current.
The low t emperatu re killed the grasshoppers
or drove them to an alighting place and they wer e
cau&'ht in. th e ice and snow of the glacier. T he
glacier with three ·smaller ones lies in a h uge
semicircle extending from .the north and east edg~
o.f Sawtooth Peak t.o Gramte Peak , m aking a contmuous stre.tch of ice. ~ver three miles in length.
T he best t ime to visit th e g lacier is late in
A,ugust.
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FOUND BURIED
MONEY.
Mrs. Daniel Loy a
widow, in Eaton 'o
near Richmond, r z{d., i~
$1,600 richer through
the curiosity of Mrs.
A. L. Harris, wife of a
former Governor of
Ohio. Mrs. Harris a
neighbor, entered 'the
Loy cellar to get an article of food for Mrs.
Loy, who is ill. Buried
under a m a ss of r ubbish she found several
fruit jars filled with
$1,600 in currency.

"VENICE OF
SOUT H SEAS"
SHOWS IMPOSING RUINS
H aving discorcovered ruin s on
the Nomatol P eninsula of Ponape
I slan d (one of t he
Car oline g r o u p
seized by J apan
early in the war )
indicating t h a t
there was a J apanese settlemen t
several centu ries
a go, an expedition of Japanese
sci entists · and
public officials retur ned recently t o
Tokio.
"The r ui ns of
Nomat ol ," on e of
its members r eports were employed t o erect
the g i g a n t i c
building·s at a
time when n o
other houses were
built of stone
'With in a radius
of several h undred m iles.
"As the natives
there live in miserable b a m b o o
huts, the large
imp o si n g
and
ruin s show t hat
people of a differrace lived
ent
there in the past.
The r ui ned
walls are six feet
thick and tweDty
f eet high . T he
front walls arc
m a de of very
large v o 1 c a n i c
rock s. The ruins
a re about 1,000
feet long and 100
feet wide. The
g round within the
walls, where fo r m erly g a r d e n s
an d cou r t yards
were , is n ow covered wit h seawat er."
The r uins are
called "Ven ;ce of
the South Seas."
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\ magic trick novelty !''tl'JE with each X -Ray.
U RVIO L MFG. CO •• D•pt . 15 11::-0:W HAVE N. CONN.

or ch il rl .

shou ld w r ite at once t o W. S . R ice, 2056
Mai n St., Ac1am • , N. Y .• for a f ree tria l ot
hi• wonderfu l stimulating - ap p l kntl on . .Tu~t
put It on the ruptu r e and the m u scleg begin
to tig h te n ; they beg-In to b ln<1 toi>;etber so
!bat the opening closes n ntn r ally and the
n ee<\ o f a suppo r t or tru•s or appliance Is
then rlonr away with. Don't neirlert to srncl
tor thls free trial. Even It your rupture
<l<H••n 't hother you, what Is the U SP ol wcnrln:? • npports all y(iu r life? Wby suffer tbls
nni sn n ce? Wby run t11e ri c::k of g-nn~ rPne
nnd s uch <lan ge r s from a small nnd l11norent
llttl f' rupture. the ki'l<l fh~t has thrown
thon•nncl• on thr o peratinl! tabl1• ? A lio•t
of mPn anrt w.·,men arf' <1ally rnn n ln~ c::Hch
rl•k Jn•t h rrnt.rne tl1eir ruptures do not hu r t
nor prH ent them f rom i>:etting ar.rnncl . Write
at oner for thl• f ree trial, as it Is certainly
n wonderful tliing and bas al<\ed in the cure
of rnptnre8 that lV ~ re BR hlg nR R mnn's
two fists . Try a nd write iit on ce, using the
" n11pon

h Plow.

F r ee fo r Ru p tur ...
In ~ .•
!!056 Main St., Adame, N . Y.
Yon m ay send me enti r el y f ree a
Sample T r eatment o f yo u r sti m u lati n g
application fo r R uptu re.
Na me . . .. . ..... . .. . .......... ..... .. .... .
Address . .... . ... .. ..... ... .. ... ..... .... .
Sta t e . . . .•..• • . . .. ...•••.. . . ••• •• • ..•••• • •
W.

s. Rice.

-

LL
BAS EBA~
CUR "ER. ·,

Fits the h a nd. canno,t b~ seen ,
with i t you can throw 1111!' Wide
1
curv... Boy• . get th is Base Ball
curvc r a nd y ou ca n F a n ' Em a s
fast as they come to Bat. By mail
toe .. 3 for !a5 c with cata log of n ovc 1tics..

UNJVF.RSAL DJSil!IBUTORS,, Dt.i!t. 1OZ Sta!a(or4 Co&
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Make It Quit Tfou

Not only

fa
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HABIT'
•

tobacco filthy and disgu;tin to

pour lcw.d ODH{i but !t contain• a Deadly Pof.on

~:l~:'di:!::: tb¥:;~:to:b:~~~ 0 ~::~ 1 r~~\~OP1
~ft~•_:aoid_!J'_ut don t•fiock 1•ur a,.-atein b~ tz.,Y,.Dll
ltm•keaDo41f- EJiSil TO QUI. l
1

farooce bow lotts you have used tobacco whether
01

1

:~~ff~ Nr:-~'fi~:~~ba~ ~!·a;i:.':dy :i1~r=~ ,,"c:

~r:ili~le:ioy~::c~:1Ck~:r::~.!~rh~~t~s~~::~
caeded In thou11anda oi went cases.
Y!~~:~~·1litat.ft!· Sent On Trlall
WRITE TODAY FOft. FULL REMEDY ON TRIAL.

PIRKINS CHEllUCAL COMP~\'", E-12 Haatlncs,NeDl'e

_·

OLD

COINS

WANTED

$2 to $5.!)0 EACH paid for Hundreds of
Coins dated before 1805. Keep ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Large Preml~m . Send lOc. f?r · new
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6.

Get Posted at Once.
CLAR.KE COIN CO., ,Box 35. Le Roy, N. Y.

Raise Cash by malling; us diamonds, watches,
new and broken jewelry, platinum, old gold
and silver, War Bonds, War Stamps, unused
postage, etc. Casl1 by return mall. Goods
r e turned in 10 days it you're not satisfied.
OHIO SMELTING & REFINING CO.
262_Lenno~ldg.
Clenland, Ohio

On legal IUll<lmt, J'olilli Harl: Drittaln, titlalne111 !nail', cenl1!e4,
to this: •'My he&d at tho top and back was absolutely bald. The
1calp was shiny. An expert said that ho though.& the hair roots wer~
extin~~ and there was no hope of my evar having a new hair growth.
. "x et now, all an ag8 over 66, I have a lW<llriant growth ol!
fiOft, strong, lustrous hair I No trace of baldness. Th& pictures shoWll.
Jlilre aro from m:r photog;raph1. " · Mr. Brittain certi.fi.ed further;

lNDIA1'!'~

SECRET OF. J:µIR GRO\\flll

"At a tlmo whe:& I hacl become diacourage<J
at trying variou1 hair lotions, tonics, specialist•'·
treatments, etc., I camei across, in. DlY travels, a
CJherokbe Indian 'medicine man' who had an elixir
•hat he asseverated would grow my hair. :Although 'Afler hair growtTt
Ll had but littl& faith. I r;avo i\ a trial. To my
·
•.
amazement a !igh~ fuzs aoon appeared. It developecl, day by day, Snlo
a healthy growtll, and ere lon• m;r; haill :was aa :prolido 1111 in my
~outhful days.
·

That I was astonis1oeil and 'liap~y i; lJt~r1tiiflt1 iiill' state of mind miltlly.

Obvioualy, the hair roots had not been dead, but wer" dormant ill
awaiting; the fertilizin: potency of the m:r•terious pomade.;
I negotiated tor and came into possession of tho principl& for pr.,..
paring thia mysterious elixir, now called Kotalko, and. JateJ; had the
Pholo.111henhalcl, :recipe put into practical form by a chemist.
.
That my own hair growth was permanent liai been &mplt prQnll.•-•

ne acnlp,

How YOU May Grow YO(J_R Hair. ""
:rt bu been proTed in very many cases that hair :roofii Clid.

ti.M die even when the hair fell on\ through. dandruJf, fever.,
Mia•
iA. D. Otto reports: ''About 8 years ago my hair began to tall
out unlil my scalp in apota wa•
almost entirely bald. I used.
everything that was recommend•
ed but was always disappointe<I
until at last I came aero.a KoFOR FAWNG HAIR
talko. My bald spots are being
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
covered now; the growth ia already a bod 'hrea inchea. " · G.
W. Mitch.ell report•: "I had
spots completely bald, · iovcr
which hair ia now growing since
I used Kotalko. " · ;Mrs. Matilda
Maxwell
reporta~
"Theaswhole
.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ front
of my
head waa
bal<I

•

,JloP"<i<> areata or certain other hair or scalp disorders.

K 0 TALK 0

For Sale at all
ausyDrugStores

ea th& palm of my hand for about 11> yeara. Since usinc
!Kotalko, hair ia growing at. over the pl.aeei that was bald.'''
UC:olaU.o i.r '11ot1llerfuZ
;'.Many moro splendid., convincing ~epodl from satisjl.ed uaers,
for women's Jw<r,
~
-~rn conteina GENUINE :BEA:B. OIL and other yotent in•
i
gredienta. No alcohol, no shampoo; but a h:ur elixir of
wonderful tlicacy. All ingredients a~e. sa.fe and h.armles~,
6
even for a child's scalp and hair. Positively KOTALKO 111
one deliithtfully reliable hair preparation that succeeds
upon genuine merit. Buy a box of XOT.ALKO at the drug store. Or ask for Kotalko .
lat the toilet good1 or drug counter of any large dep&rtmen~ store. Remember thei
J!lame. Accept nothing else as • 'juat as good,'' $300.00 GUA.ltANTEE. Or if you send HI
cents (1ilver or stamps), you will receive a PROOF BOX of Kotalko with BROCHURE,
p_vstpaid. Determine NOW to eliminate DANDRUFF, to treat BALDNESS, to STO~
~IR FROM FALLING.
Get; a box of gua.ranteed KOTALKO, apply once or twice
d11il7; W&tch in your mlrr.or. For PROOF BOX (10 cents, none otherwise) write ~O

I

r(I.;;_j t;i J : I

- - ... •-••--ii.:--

KOTALKO OFFICES,

BA-375~·Station

X, New· .York

A SEA MYSTERY
W r~ckage of a
large sailmg vessel, together with
remnants of women's clothing not
mort! than a year
old, lie on the
island of Secorro
400 miles west
of Manzanillo, according to Capt.
R. E. Voeth, who
has anived at
San Franci s co
aboard the steamer SanJuan. Cap~ain Voeth, who
1s returning from
a two months'
cruise among the
islands off the
Mexican c o a s t
told of finding
the wreck · while
sea re hi n g for
fresh water. Unmistakable signs
showed that survivors had lived
there for a time
he said, r u d ~
shelters
having
been erected and
holes dug in the
sand in an effort
to find water.
There is no
water on Secorro, Capt. Voeth
declared.
Pieces
of clothing and a
w o m a n s shoe ,
were in one of
the shelters, he said, but of the
s u r v i v o r s he
c o u 1 d find no
trace. On t h e
other side of the
is 1 and was a
ship's 1 if e boat
bearing the word
"Polar," the boat
apparently having been on - the
beaoh longer than
the wreck. Capt.
Voeth stated that
he could find no
record made by
either ,. American
or Mexican authorities of any
vessel h a v i n g
been lost recently
in those waters
or of any shipwrecked persons:
having been picked up.
:

i.

Read These Letters
From Happy Boys: ~

WHAT TO DO
WHEN A
SNAKE BITES

llho- Cl•- Pictures
I have heen very stow In sending you an answer. I received
my Mov1ng Pictu re Machine a
tew wee.ks ago and I think it ts

YOU
Imm ediately
after a person
has been bitten
by a poisonous
snake, writes Dr.
C.
C.
Graves,
who has practised medicine in
the tropics for
many y e"J. s, in
the Indi anapolis
Medical Journal,
the bitten limb
should be surround e d by a
tightly d raw n
bandage or handkerchief, as close
to the bite as
possible and between the trunk
and the wound.
The wound ma.d e
by th e fangs of
the snake should
then be freely incised with a knife .
and sucked. There
is no d :m <rer in
sucking the
wound if there
are no cr<i c' ·s or
sore s i-n the
mouth or on the
tongue. Do not
c au t e r i z e the
the wo und ~. Do
not admin · -'el· alcohol in any form
or ammonia internally.
The bitten person should now
be removed to the
nearest hospital
and given antivenomous serum.
This se:i:um is a
scientifically
proved
remedy,
and to be effective must be u sed
early, say within
the first
f ew
hours after being
bitten. It is the
endeavor to keep
a supply of this
specific serum in
each hospital so
that all bitten
persons may. receive
p r op er
treatment.

ru~:~~1ea~D~!~ S~7outi:1N1~t

would . I am very prou d of It.
I t hank you very mucR tor It
and I am alad to have It. I
i&Ye an e11tertalnment two
rjaya after I got Jt. Leopold
Lament&Rne, 54 Summer A vc.,
Central Falls, R. I.

Bold His for $10.00
a"'1I Ordered Another
Some ttmo ago I

~ot

your Mach ln C'!I and

one or

.\am very

much pleased wtth It.
Art.er
wocklng It for abo11t a month [

~l~e1.t ~~ i~·?~ a~ct ~~~.~er~~tg!

hie famMy nightly.

l

hav~

now

~6u1;1e~~h~~~ 8~notber Mfcli~t
Ebenith, !v1andan, N. Dak.

Would Not Gl'lfe Aw~
for $26.00

A Real
Moving
-Picture
Show In
Your Own Home

NEW
ELECTRIC
MODEL

My M ovlug Picture Ma.chine
ts a good one and I would not
gi ve It away for $25.00. lt.' 3
the best machine I ever had and
J wish everyb ody could hnve
one. .Addle Bresky, Jeanesvllle,
Pa. Box 34.

••tt•r Than a $12.00
Machine
I am"slow about turning tn my
thanks to you, but my 1\lfovlui:?
Picture Machine Is all right. I
ho.ve bad It a Jon.r time and It
hM not been broken yrt. I
havt": seen a SJ2.00 fl.Tachlnc hut

woulct n ot swap nilae for it.
Robert LlnPberry, r.are
or Revolution Sto re,
Greeuboro, N. C .

n.emember, thh ts a Genulnr.
l\lo•lnc Pletnre l\lachlne and the
motion pictures are deo.r. sharp and
dis ti not.
The Moving
Picture
Machine is
finel y constructed, and carefully put together l>y skilled workmen.
It io made or
ltu•sian Metal, has a beautiful finish, and is
opel'ated b\• a fi.!lely constructed mechanism, ooneistiRg: of nn e'ie:ht wheel movement, eto.
The projecting
lenses are oare!nJly cri>und and adju.'ited, triple polished,
otandard double ectra refteotOI', throwing a ray of light
man y feet, and eDiarcioc the picture on the acreen un
to three or four feet in uen.

It is not it toy; it is a •olidfy oonstruoted and durRble
Mo,rinic Picture Machine. The mechanism is exceed·
lngly simple and is readily operated by the most inexp~ienoed .
The r>ictures ahown by thia marvelous
Moving P-icture Machine are not the common, crude
and lifoleas Magio Lantern va>iety, but aro life-like photographic "'l'r<Kiuotiou of aotual acenea, place• and people,
whioh never tire its audieacea. This h1ovinl' Picture Machine
has oaueed a rousine enthusiasm wbereYer it ia used.
This MoviDg Pioture Machine which I want to ••nd
you FREE, givee clear and life-like Mo-.ini: Piotureo ao are
,
oh&wn at any recular Movinc Picture allow. It fiashe•
moving pioture1 on the 1heet beforo you. Tili1 Machine ·
and Dox of Film are FREE-ai>aolutel7 free to """'"Y boy in this land who wants to write for
o.n Outfit, free to 1:irl1 al\d free to older pe1>ple.
Read MY OFFER below, which ehowa you
bow to cet this Marvelous Machine.

How You Can Get This Great Moving
Machin-Read My Wonderful Offer to . You

HERE IS what you are to do in order to get this amazing Moving Picture Machine and the real
Mo\-iai; Piotures : Send your name and addres1-that is all. Write name and addresa very plainly.
Mail to-d..y. As soo" .._. I receive it I will mail you 20 of the "'9•t beavtiful premium pictures you
ever !&w-all brilliant and ahimmerinr: colors. These pictures are printed in many colors and
among the titles are such subjects a.s "Betsy Ross Making the Fir•t American Flag "- " Washington ·at
./{ome,"-"BaJ.tle of L&k~ .Erie," etc. I wa!'lt you to diatrihnte the~e premium picturP!I 011 a Bp~cinl
40-cent offer amon1: the people you know. When you
have distributed the 20 premiu:n pictures on my liberal
offer you will have oolleeted 48.<lo • Se11d the
$g.oo. to me and I will immediately eend you
·
Good for Moving Picture Offer
FREE the Mo>'inri: Picture .Machine with oom- . . .
8tmply cut out thts Free Coupon.
plete Outfit and the Box of Film.
pin It to a aheet or paper, mnll to me
!5t,ttt of tbeae machine• ha.Te mw.de
with your na.ine And address written
.51,tftt boya happy. Aa.nrer at once.
plainly, and I will send you tbe 20
Be the fttst to your towa to aet one.
Pictures at ooce. Addrt9
A. E. FLEMING, Secy .. !
GtS W. 43d Street, L>:_p_!:_!!~~~:_w~:':"~
A. E . FLEllflNG. llecy.,
~~,.....~~~
GtS W. 43d St., Dept. 142 , New York

I

Free poupon

PLEASE
s
UE
COIJPO'I

OUR TEN-CENT HAND

BOOKS

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They C)Jfttain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 56.-HOW 1'0 BECOME AN ENGINEF.R.-Con1aiuaig full inst.ruct~ous how t'! ~ecome a locomotive
.. 11 ginc-er · also directions for bu1ldrng a model locomotive; together with a ru ll description of everything an
;uginccr should know.
No. 58. HOW TO .BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
13rndY, the well-known detective. ln wbicb he la ·s down
;owe valuable rules !or l.H:~g1 uers,, an<.l also relates some
i!lventures o r well -kuowu d e t ectives.
No. 60. now TO .B l!:CO ,uE A l'JIOTOGRAPHER.Coutuillillg useful iutormatfon regardrng tbe camera
and how to work it; also how to make P1!otograph1c
Magic Lantern 8iill es aud other 'l'ransparenc1es. Hand:;om ely illu s trated.
No. 64. HOW TO lllAKE ELECTR~CAL l\IACHINES.
- Cuutarning full directions for makrng electrica l ma,bines, induction coils_. dynawos and many novel toys
lo be worked by electnc1t.y. Hy B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
.1lustrated.
\
•
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-:--Tbe_most original joke
book ever pullllsbcd, and 1t i s bruuful of wit and
1.iumor. l t contains a large collect1on of sou gs, jok ~s,
t; OllUlldfUillS, et\!., of rl'erreuce ~1uldoon, the gre at Wlt,
humori s t and prart.i cul joke r of the day.
No. 66. HOW 'J'O DO PUZZLES.-;Contaiuing over

three huudrct.1 inte rci;.;tiug puzzles a~<l c o~uuUrurus, with
key lo ""u1e. A complete book . l• ully 11lust m tc ll.
°N'> 67.-HOW TO vo. J,;Ll!:C'J.'RlCAL _'J'UlCK:..-:s un•tniniug a 1arge collt.:cllou o l iu s tru c ~n e . <tlltl l11~llly
-.wu s i u g elec trical tricks, tu 1tetlter .. \\' ltll iliu :; uuuon::;.
'ly A. Amlers on.
No. 6B. HOW TO DO CHE)llCAL . TltICiitL-Con~. ·1 ill..,. OY e l' one IJULH.lre tl

h1gl.i l y

ti1~ d t~i C l\ S willt cU e 111iculS .

liy

aUlUSJllg uud lll S tl'U CA . A.1H.l. t:! l'SOU.
lland·

sowely illustrated.
.
No. 69. HOW TO DO <)LElGH'l ' -01!' -llA:l\J>.-Coutaln·
in
over !i!ly or tb e latest UIH.l l>es t tric ks used l>y
w:fgiciaus. . 1.~J so coutuiuiug tile s ct;re t ot seco1H.l -slgllt.
l''ul1y i1lu strated.
No. <U. now TO MAK.E MAGI?, '1'01:8.- Co ntuiniug
full Uirection s f o r maJ\i ug- .Ma g ic Io y .s uud d e vu:es of
uauy
lumls. J<'ull y ill<> s trate u.
1
No. 71. H.0\V TO VO ~11'CHA1'~CAL TIUCiiS.-Cont a iniug cornl,.lle t c iu s lrLl t: tlu1_1::; 1ur p e rfuruung ove 1· _s n.LY
Me <.: Uau il.J.l '.i' rH.:i\.s . 1··u11,r iJlu st r a letL
No. 72. HOW 1.·0 VO ::.L"T~ TiU<.:liS WJ'l'H CAl<DS.
- 1!:1nhrac ing ull ol' Lil e lates t aUt.1 U h .I S L U ~ccptiY~ carU
trick s . with illu s t::uti uu s.
No . 74. HOW 1.' 0 WRITE LE'.i'T1£HS CORUECTLY.
- Co 1t :l1 u ing 1ul1 ius tru c tiuu s fo r wntlng .letLe r s uu almo::H au.v sul,J 1.. . .: L; .a lsu rules for pu11 c: luat1uu aud cowvosit1 uu , \nth sµ ecaueu letters .
JSo r <G. HOW TO TELL FOWl'UNES II\' THJ~ HAND .
--Co nt il illill g rules fo r tclhu g t o 1:tnues . L>.r t il e Hld or
lines of tb e bauu or tll" secr e t or l!al1u !s try. .Al8o tbe
secr el of t ell iu l; future e \'euts l>y a1ll of wolcs, murks ,
:;cars , etc . Ill us trated.
N". 77. Ii.OW TO VO .t'OltT~ , TltlC'KS WITH
CAltl)f>.-Contaiurng ll eCC [JtlVe c.1ril l ncks as pe rformed
L.iy kadiug conjure rs au~ ma g1c:1ans.
Ananged for
'uorne a m uscmcut. l , ully illu stra t cJ.
No. 80. GUS WILLIA:US' JOKE BOOK.-:Coutainlng
lbe lat es t j o kes. anec dotes a n d f unny_ st o n es of this
w orl t.i- r euow Hc <l Gcrm a u co m ~ct.in n .
ti1 x ~ y -t our p a g es ;
1i a nl.l s u1u e col ored c:o\·er, <:uu ttu u1n g a llulf -ton c p llo to of
tlle author.
No. 82 . HOW 'J'O DO PALlllS_TRY.-Co ntainin g- the
mos t a pproved m e thod s of r ea d rn g the lrn es on _tbe
1.iaud , toge tb e r witll a full explanatwn of their m ean111g.
Al s o expl>tiniug phrenology, and th e key for t elling <:hur·
acle r by the bumps on tbe b ead . "'lly L eo Hu g o h.och,
A. C. ,;·. Fully illustrated .
No. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZK-Coutainin g :va luable
a nd in s tructive information rega rdin g the scien ce of
h y pnoti s m. Also explaiuiug tbe ru.ost a pproved methods
w hich are employed by the Jeadrng hypno ti s ts of tbe
world . By i.eo Hugo Koc b, A. C. S.
l<·or s ale by all newsdealers or will be sen_t to any
address on receipt of price, 10 cents pe r copy, Ill money
or pos tage sta mps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
168 West 23d Street

New York

•THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - l-A"l'EST I Si'UES - 1029 Tbe Liberty Boys Afte r Delan cey; or, Tbe BoldeBt
Sweep or All.
1030 " on a F o ray; or, Hot Werk With tbe Ralllers.
1031 " and tbe Mohawk Chief; or, After St. Leger'11
Indians.
1032 " and the Tory Girl; or, Tbe Scheme to Destroy
New York.
1Q;{3 " Surrouuded; or, A Daring Dasb for Freedom.
1034 .. Log 'l'ower; or, Bombarding tbe Stoc kade ]'ort.
10a5 .. With the Pioneers; or, At Wur Witb tbe Henegades.
1036 " °Forlorn Hope; or, In tlle Time of tbe "'Hard
\\' inter."
1037 " and Captain Midulgbt; or, Tbe Patrio t Spy ot
Sleepy Hollow.
1038 .. Girl Enemy; or, a Hard Foe to l •'ight.
Rllle Corps; or, '£be 'l'wenty D ead 8l.Jots.
103H
1040 .. on Torn Mountain: or, Warm \\ ork ill tl.Je
Ramapo Valley.
1041 " Prisoner of War; or, 'Acting as Aids to Washington.
1W2 " and Crazy Jane; or Tbe Girl Spy of tbe James
River.
,
'l' hrnshing Tarleton; or, G e tting Even W!tb a
1W3
Cru el Foe.
1044 " and "'Red Fox"; or, Out Witb tbe Indian
}righters.
1045 " at Klng s l.Jrldge; or, 'l'be Patriot Boy and t be
H essians.
10rn " an d \li e Middy; or, D ick Slate r's Escape From
th e J;' leet.
W e«k o r T e rror; or, Fighting in tl1e WilderJOH

ness .

1048
104\1
10;;0

..
"

JO:il
10~.2

1033
10 ~>4

10;;:;
10:;ti
10G7

.•

G u n Divl•ion; or, The Yankee Boy or Bedford.
1t t• 11 8 ldn F'oe ; or. The Battle in th e \Voods.
'l' he Libe rty Boys at Fort Was hington;" or,
Makiu g a Brave l'itand.
After the Redcoats ; or, Tbe Battle of Buck"•
l:knd Nec k.
o n 8wnmp. I s land; or, Fig hting f o r Sumter.
D eadly Ene mies; or, '!'.be Seer.e t Baud of Tbri!e.
au<l the l:llnc k Spy; or, A 'l'e rn ll le Rid e for Life.
in th e 'l'rell l. .'. hes; or , rl,he Yankee G i rl of Harlem.
Si g nnl G <Ill ; or, Ho u s ing tbe P eople.
at th e G n·u t Fire; or', Ex el ting Times In Old
Nt w Yo rk .
and th e 'l'ory Bandit; or, Tl.le Escape of the
Go vernor.
on Time : or, Hiding to tl:e R e sc ue.
Fal se G n itl':! ; o r. A Nn rro w E sco.pp frnm Df'f"'at.
1·p i'\or t h ; or, With Arn»ld on J ,i1 1< P C harn pl:nn.
F oo lin g H o we; o r, '!'Ile Twiu l3 oy Spits of the
Hroux .
Dn s liin g Ch >1 r ge ; or, Tb e Little Patriot ot
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J\ l nr·sh.

i n l\<'nlu c ky: or, Afte r th e Reelsldns and Renega d es.
on<l Old Moll ; o r, '!'b e Witc h o f R ed Hook
P oint.
'
l'iec r e t Ca ve : o r , Hid ing From Tn·on.
a nrt th e .J a ile r ; o r , Dig gin g Ou t of Captivity.
Tru m pe t B las t ; o r, Th<' Datt le C r y of Freedom.
Ca ll to A.rm~; o r, \\' a s bi ug t o n· s Clever Ru se.
Whirlwind Attac k ; o r , A T e rri b le S m ·p1·i se to
Tarle ton.
Out With Brave BarTy; or, The Battle With
thP "T'ni corn ."
L ost '£ra il; o r , Th e E s ca pe of the Traitor.

F<1r sa l e by all new8denlers, or wi ll be sent to ft.by ad.
dress on l'ecf"ipt of price, 7c. per copy, In money or po.,.
tu.ge s tamps, by

F"UANK TOUSEY. P11b., 168 W.

SCENARIOS
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HOW TO
WRITE THEM

l'rlce 35 Cents Per Cop7
This book contains 11,ll the most recent cbn.ngee in the
m<>tho d of conRtructlon and submission of scenarios.
Sixt y Le~sons. covering every pba.e of scenario writin g . 1"o r Sllle by n II Ncwedenlers and Bookstores.
If you cHnnot proc u1-e a copy, send us tbe price,
35 ecnts. In mon<'y or postage Rtamps, and we will
mail you one, p o ~tage free . Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh 9ve., New York, N. Y.
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